Enter your home in the Great American Home Awards competition, which recognizes outstanding home rehabilitations throughout the United States. A jury of distinguished experts will select the most deserving projects in four categories: exterior rehabilitation; craftsmanship; sympathetic addition to an old house; and mixed use—a residential and commercial combined use, originally built as such. In addition to a Grand Prize, first-, second-, and third-place prizes will be awarded and all winning projects will be featured in the January/February 1992 Home Restoration issue of Historic Preservation magazine, the award-winning publication of the National Trust for Historic Preservation. The deadline for entries is August 30, 1991. For entry requirements, send a self-addressed, stamped business-sized envelope to:

Home Awards
Dept. OHJ • 1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. • Washington, D.C. 20036.

Cosponsored by The National Trust for Historic Preservation and Sears, Roebuck and Company.
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Schwerd’s wood columns

COLUMNS — Schwerd columns are durable. Our 120+ years of experience in manufacturing wood columns has proven that the durability of a wood column depends upon the strength of the joint and the quality and thickness of the wood. Schwerd column construction was developed to meet each specific requirement. The wood is thoroughly seasoned Northern White Pine. The pride of craftsmanship and skilled techniques acquired by 120 years of specialized experience is applied. The resulting product is a “Schwerd Quality Column” specified by architects with complete confidence. Both standard and detail columns can be furnished from 4 in. to 50 in. in diameter and up to 35 ft. in length with matching pilasters.

If you are one of our old customers during the many years since our beginning in 1860, you know our product; if not, send us your inquiries and orders and join our list of satisfied customers.

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG

Schwerd’s Aluminum ventilated plinth and aluminum turned member base are manufactured of thick metal and are recommended for all exterior columns in the above diameters to provide a maintenance-free, seamless base which is guaranteed against deterioration for a lifetime.

A. F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY

3215 McClure Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15212
contractor friend of mine told me he once asked a mason whose work he admired where another craftsman as good as this fellow might be found. "The best masons come from countries without trees," was the reply.

I kept thinking about this little quip as we worked on this issue. What he meant, of course, is that in areas of the world where wood was too scarce or too valuable to be used as a primary construction material, building traditions concentrated on other means of erecting dwellings — usually stone masonry. What I don't think he realized is that here, in a continent well endowed with timber, there is also a unique history of stone architecture.

Although stone houses make up only a small percentage of the buildings in North America, they encompass nearly all the variations in technique and raw materials possible with this kind of masonry. The diversity started in the colonial period when immigrant groups continued their individual housebuilding practices in a new land, along the way adapting to new conditions and unfamiliar types of stone. It continued with the parade of architectural styles that, in most cases, took their cue from stone originals found in Europe and the ancient world, and were reinterpreted here, often in stone. What that mason might have seen if he had looked around him a little closer was that the best masons came to a continent of trees.

A recent reader letter brought to light again one of those old-house truisms we've all heard in many forms. It was from a couple who described how they had settled on owning an old stone house, in part because of the romantic quality of these homes, and in part because of years or so — the architectural equivalent of a major overhaul.

As luck would have it, these folks caught their house at the turn of one of its major maintenance cycles and wound up with a full-sized repointing project on their hands. Over and above un-doing some earlier misguided repair attempts and localized remuddlings, they had to conquer areas of severely deteriorated mortarwork where loose sand streamed out "as if from a crypt." In parts, it sounded like a real worst-case scenario, and as I read, I was interested to see how closely the progress of their work matched the articles on stonework, mortar, and repointing, which we've put together over the last two months.

At any rate they stuck to it, working with the weather, and knocking off areas of the wall four feet at a time. The whole job took close to a year to complete — not surprising with a broad, time-consuming project that has to be dovetailed with smaller, more pressing tasks — and many of the details are still being finished. Their letter concludes on a happy note: "Our house now looks like the country cottage we envisioned. Neighbors give us their thumbs-up of approval and cars honk their horns as they go by." I'm honking too.
AT LAST!
Authentic, Quality Reproductions

Crown City HARDWARE CO.
The best selection of hard-to-find restoration hardware available anywhere. Numerous rare items produced exclusively for us to our high quality standards. Come visit us or send $6.50* for our new 227 page full line catalog to: CROWN CITY HARDWARE CO.
1047 N. ALLEN AVE., DEPT. J91
PASADENA, CA 91104

* If you have previously purchased a classical catalog, this one's on us. Please send us your classical order form to receive yours free.
LETTERS

Rescued
Dear OHJ,

I thought you might like to know that, for some lucky homes, there is life after living death, i.e. remuddling. Our summer home in Freeport, Nova Scotia, had suffered the indignity of having its cedar shingles replaced by asphalt shingles that were later covered with vinyl siding. If that was not enough, the beautiful front entrance had been covered with plywood and another door added in the pursuit of energy efficiency. One of the previous owners had been resourceful, if nothing else: He used an old bicycle wheel for a television aerial.

One side of the house still had its original cedar shingles. Although close to 140 years old, the shingles were still in reasonable shape. Unfortunately, the old square nails were rusting away. Will vinyl siding survive 140 years of sun, salt spray, and gales off the Bay of Fundy?

— Mark Stewart
Waverly, N.S.

Where is Craftsman Farms?
Dear OHJ,

Hi from Craftsman Farms country! I note in the March/April 1991 OHJ that some of your writers persist in giving misinformation concerning Craftsman Farms' location. As soon as I got to page 55, without seeing the caption, I recognized the photo of the master bedroom Grueby-tiled fireplace at CF. So I read — and discovered that now the place is located in Morristown, N.J.!

How about saying that it's located in Parsippany, N.J., and has been since 1928 when Parsippany-Troy Hills was formed? This in spite of the fact that the mailing address in that area of the township is Morris Plains. But as of the beginning of February, the Craftsman Farms Foundation has had the following mailing address: P.O. Box 5196, Parsippany, NJ 07054.

Your help is appreciated. Your magazine keeps getting better and better. Keep up the good work.

— Muriel F. Berson
Trustee, Craftsman Farms Foundation
Parsippany, N.J.

Painting Weathered Wood
Dear OHJ,

Your articles on exterior paint in the May/June issue were useful, as I have not seen a technical update on this evolving subject in a number of years.

While painting on weathered wood was mentioned (page 28), I feel you should have emphasized the need to sand off all weathered gray wood down to bright wood before priming. Oxidized wood is friable and can easily be scratched off with your fingernail. It thus stands to reason that no paint will adhere to it, for there is no solid surface to provide adherence.

The most common preparation mistakes I find are painting over gray weathered friable wood without sanding, and skipping the six-stage priming of bare-wood spots with an oil-paint primer. Usually the latex goes directly on the scraped surface and the gray weathered bare spots. I've seen a number of cases where an owner "couldn't keep paint on the house" (due to lack of understanding of technical matters) and resorted to artificial siding, thus ruining the house, unnecessarily and expensively.

— Harvie P. Jones, FAIA
Huntsville, Ala.

Old but not "Done"
Dear OHJ,

Thanks to Old-House Journal, we have recently moved into our third old house in three years. Try as we may to buy a "done" house, we were immediately attracted to the house that the real-estate agent billed as having its original kitchen and bath — we were sold. We continue to pour over past issues of OHJ for ideas and eagerly await each new issue. The readers' own stories is our favorite section. Their experiences give us the motivation and the solace that our home, too, will be "done" someday. Keep up the good work.

In dust & construction,

— Pamela Eddy Pape
Wellsville, N.Y.

continued on page 8
There's nothing like natural light to give any room a welcome breath of fresh air.

Wood floors seem shinier.
Plants seem livelier. The whole room seems to open up.

You see, at Andersen we don't just make windows and patio doors. We make bright, beautiful living areas. The kinds you've always wanted in your own home.

'To learn more, see your Andersen® window and patio door dealer, use the coupon, or call 1-800-426-4261.

You might find Mother Nature works best indoors.

Come home to quality.
Come home to Andersen®.

Send me free literature on your windows and patio doors with Andersen High-Performance insulating glass. I plan to build remodel replace.

Name
Address
City State
Zip Phone

Send to Andersen Windows, Inc.
P.O. Box 3900, Rohnert Park, CA 94928

196-0751
LETTERS

continued from page 6

Pre-Trauma House

Dear OHJ,

I am a new subscriber, just since January. When I received my March/April issue on "House Trauma," I thought the house on the cover looked familiar. After examining it carefully, I knew it was identical to a print which I had purchased five years ago in Charleston, S.C. I was told the house was in Summerville, just a little north of Charleston, so on my way back home I stopped in Summerville and was able to find the house. I've enclosed a photo of me holding my print in front of the house. As you can see, there's no mistaking it. (The photo on your cover must have been printed backward.)

Even so far inland, Hurricane Hugo hit our area with unbelievable force and caused major damage. I often wondered if this particular house had been badly damaged. I'm sad to see that it did suffer, but I hope it has been repaired.

I absolutely adore old homes and enjoy reading about them.

— Jennifer F. Owens
Peachland, N.C.

Palliser Pedigree

Dear OHJ,

I read with interest the article in your Nov/Dec 1990 issue about the Pallisers. I am surprised that you say their origins are obscure, as this information is readily available.

George Palliser was baptized on May 21, 1848, in the chapelry of Sowerby in the parish of Thirsh, Yorkshire.

I live in a very small community about 50 miles from Charlotte, N.C.

continued on page 10

The simplicity of style and beauty...the "tin" roof (actually it's terne metal) a traditional roof that lasts for generations

Whether it's used as a roof on a new home or as a replacement for an old one, the "tin" roof is never out of style. A "tin" roof, or terne as it actually is, has an appeal that is ageless, regardless of the style of architecture used. And terne gives the home owner the choice of color.

Terne has been part of our history since the United States was born, gracing such notable structures as Jackson's Hermitage, Monticello, the Smithsonian Institute and literally thousands of homes throughout the 13 original colonies.

Terne's popularity hasn't lessened. Architects are specifying it, not only for modern homes, but for many non-residential structures. It will fit in well with your roofing plans whether your house is new or in need of a roof replacement.

For more information, call us toll-free 800-624-6906

FOLLANSBEE
Follansbee Steel • Follansbee, WV 26037
FAX 304-527-1269

The old "tin" roof...
...that's what it has been called since the early settlers brought it to America. Its proper designation is TERNE, a steel sheet coated with an alloy of 80% lead and 20% tin. On the roof, it can be formed as standing seams, batten seams, or in a bermuda style. Follansbee also produces TCS, a stainless steel sheet coated with the same alloy. TCS need not be painted, and weathers to a pleasant, warm gray color.

Painting Terne...
Terne must be painted immediately after application, according to very strict specifications. The first coat is to be Terne Cote I primer, followed by a finish coat of Terne Cote II. Follansbee manufactures Terne Cote and it is available in 11 standard colors. It can be purchased through your local distributor or from Follansbee Steel.
"Light ethereal, first of things, quintessence pure..."

Each and every Marshalltown brick and block-laying tool is built to exacting standards. The standards professional masons have come to rely on since 1890. The standards that make your job easier.

Look for the full selection of quality engineered Marshalltown masonry trowels, brick jointers, runners, and related accessories at leading hardware and hand tool retailers across the country. Write for your free catalog.

MARSHALLTOWN TROWEL COMPANY
PO Box 738 • Marshalltown, Iowa 50158 • (515) 755-0137

HANDSOMELY CRAFTED WOODEN SCREEN DOORS

Whether your home is on the Historical Register, or still on the drawing board, Oregon Wooden Screen Door Company has a variety of screen doors and energy-efficient storm doors suited to you.

Designed for interior as well as exterior use, each door component is constructed using the finest materials and joined with wooden pegs and glue (no nails).

For complete information and styles available, send $3 (refundable with Purchase) for our catalogue.

Oregon Wooden Screen Door Company
Dept. OHJ 330 High St. Eugene, OR 97401
shire, the son of John and Ellen Palliser. His brother Charles was baptized on January 15, 1854, in the same parish. John Palliser, the father, is referred to only as a laborer in most cases, but at least once is shown as a waggoneer. He was baptized on July 22, 1817, son of Thomas Palliser, laborer, and his wife Elizabeth. This Thomas Palliser was born about 1778 and was buried in 1857.

It would be interesting to know how George and Charles Palliser were related to the Charles Palliser (1780-1857) and his brother James Palliser (1780-1863) who were bricklayers in Sowerby. They were sons of Christopher Palliser and Elizabeth Powell who were married in Sowerby in 1779. (Christopher was baptized in Sowerby in 1752 son of William Palliser.) I suspect that Charles and James the bricklayers were brothers of Thomas, making them great-uncles of the architects, but this is not proved.

— Gary E. French
Elmvale, Ont.

On the Move, Nevitian Style
Dear OHJ,
Old-House Journal arrived in the West Indies, where we were engaged in some photo and graphic services for the Charlestown Historical Society on the Island of Nevis. The enclosed photo shows housemoving, Nevitian style! About a dozen men were lifting this small wooden cottage onto a flatbed trailer. As the camera shutter clicked, a horrid crunching sound came forth and the old floor collapsed, bringing the walls down on top of it. Oh, well.

— Victoria Romanoff
V. Romanoff & Associates
Ithaca, N.Y.

The camera caught a last glimpse of this West Indies cottage just before it collapsed during the move.

continued on page 12
Erie Landmark Co. offers custom-lettered bronze markers for indoor-outdoor use.

- National Register Plaques: starting from $50.00
- Custom wording: starting from $90.00
- All sizes from Medallions to Roadside Markers
- Graphics & Logos Reproduced
- Metal Photo Images
- Discounts to Historical Societies

Call or send for FREE brochure:
Erie Landmark Company
4449 Brookfield Corporate Dr.
Chantilly VA 22021-1642
Toll Free: 1-800-874-7848
Fax: 703-818-2157
Satisfaction guaranteed
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery

Largest inventory in the Northeast.
Antique Pine up to 27” wide • Antique Oak up to 20” wide
Antique Chestnut up to 20” wide
Heart Long Leaf Yellow Pine 14” wide

Free delivery in New England Area.

For price lists, call
North Fields Restorations, Rowley, Mass
(508) 948-2722

FIREBACKS
The classic way to protect your fireplace

A beautiful, hand-cast Country Iron Foundry Fireback will protect the back wall of your fireplace from dangerous and costly heat damage, while radiating more heat into your home.

Our catalog, containing 35 antique and contemporary designs, is available for $2.00 (refundable with purchase).

For catalog send $2.00 to:
The Old Wagon Factory
P.O. Box 1427 Dept 0171
Clarksville, VA 23927
(804) 374-5787

Plaques
ANTIQUE WIDE PINE FLOORING

Handcrafted Wooden Storm-Screen Doors
• 36 styles of doors in all sizes.
• Planters and benches in many styles.
• Chippendale railing & gates.
• Many Victorian accents: brackets, running trim, cornices, spandrels, gable decorations and much more.
• Custom orders welcome.

For catalog send $2.00 to:
The Old Wagon Factory
P.O. Box 1427 Dept 0171
Clarksville, VA 23927
(804) 374-5787
Remorseless Remuddler

Dear OHJ,

In all the time I have been reading your magazine, no article has incited me to write until "How Not to Remuddle Your Yard" (March/April '91).

Not every neglected old house is a sleeping beauty awaiting the kiss of a restoration buff, and neither is every old yard. Redesigning a garden or landscaping should not equal "yard remuddling." Most yards do not have the architectural integrity that one attributes to buildings. In most cases, they were a reflection of the inhabitants over periods of many years, styles, and tastes.

True restoration does not lend itself to creative expression — it is the meticulous re-creation of a specific vision. Somewhere inside most of us is the need to incorporate a little of ourselves into our surroundings. Let's face it, living in a vacuum is plainly no fun!

I am an avid gardener who remuddled 3 1/2 acres with no feelings of remorse. Who is to say that my vision is any less appropriate than that of my predecessors? As much as I enjoy your publication, that was one silly article!

— Robin M. Chevalier
Putnam Valley, N.Y.

To quote the article in question, "Gardeners recommend that you live with a yard for a full 12 months before making major changes, to see what you really have . . . 'Take your time,' however, does not mean 'Never change anything.' It simply means hold off on permanent alterations until you know what you are doing." Nothing silly about that. — the editors

Identified

Dear OHJ,

A note regarding the article “The French Revival in Suburban America” (May/June 1991): The [unidentified] photograph at the top of page 45 is of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument No. 30, “The Doheny Mansion,” located at 8 Chester Place in Los Angeles. Originally the “Posey House,” it was built in 1898-1900 and designed by Sumner P. Hunt and Theodore A. Eisen. The Mansion presently serves as a faculty residence for Mount Saint Mary's College.

— James Childs
President, Adams Dockweiler Heritage Organizing Committee
Los Angeles, Calif.
The professional answer to your toughest restoration problems.

Wood Restoration System

An unprecedented advancement in the regeneration of rotted, damaged or even missing wood. Not a wood putty, but unique, specially formulated compounds that consolidate and replace rotted or missing wood with unmatched workability and performance.

**LiquidWood** deep-penetrating consolidant rebuilds and waterproofs wood by hardening after penetration. Brush or pour on. Renews crumbling, rotted wood to original strength and hardness.

**WoodEpox**, the most versatile, high-strength, no-shrink adhesive paste, filler and wood substitute. Can be shaped, sanded, colored, stained, painted, sawed and even nailed. Far more durable than any other wood repair method. The new standard in wood restoration.

Widely used by national restoration centers, museums, architects and contractors, the Abatron system is ideal for building and antique restoration. Irreplaceable structural and decorative parts can be easily restored. Requires only simple hand tools to apply. Packaged in 5-can kits consisting of LiquidWood A and B, WoodEpox A and B, and Abosolv solvent, in 5 pint, 5 quart and 5 gallon sizes. For a free brochure, contact:

**ABATRON, INC.**  
23 Center Drive, Dept. OHJ  
Gilberts, IL 60136  
(708) 426-2200  
(800) 445-1754  
Fax (708) 426-5966

Stop flowing water leaks, even under pressure!

Plug troublesome cracks in masonry to stop seepage in just minutes.

**WATER STOPPER**  
Hydraulic Cement

Rutland's dry mix hydraulic cement is a fast-setting mixture that stops water flowing through cracks and breaks in masonry surfaces. It works even when the water is under pressure. Use it to repair swimming pools, cisterns, frost damage, basement walls, or water storage containers. Its also perfect as an anchoring cement to secure bolts and machinery.

Ask for Rutland by name at your hardware, home center or building supply dealer.

**CHERISHED OBJECTS**

A beautiful object in itself, Allison Kyle Leopold's Cherished Objects reveals the secrets of collecting, arranging and displaying Victoriana today. It's a cornucopia of 330 full-color photographs of parlors, mantels, and tabletops brimming with everything from elegant antiques to romantic knick-knacks.

$35.00, now at your bookstore or gift shop.
Shedding Light on Wiring

Ever wonder where those old knob-and-tube wires run in a wall or second floor? Here is a simple trick that made my life easier when running new wires throughout my old house.

Remove a baseboard, electrical box, or piece of flooring. Place a flashlight in the cavity and hold a hand mirror behind it for a great view of the wires. If the space is an electrical box or something else that's too small for the flashlight to fit inside it, place a smaller mirror in the cavity and reflect the light off it while seeing the reflection of the wall or floor cavity.

— Jerry Trancik
Ada, Mich.

Preserving Photos

I have found that the photographs and documents which record the history of my house and its renovation require proper care. Photographs will fade, discolor, stick together, or become spotted very quickly if improperly stored. Many commercial, "magnetic" photograph albums (the ones with adhesive, plastic-covered pages) will damage photographs in as little as ten years due to adverse reactions between chemicals in the photographs and those in the glue and plastics of the albums. I insure that my house's "before," "during," and "after" photographs last by placing them in acid-free, archival albums and boxes stored in a dry, cool place. A wide variety of sizes and types of archival storage boxes, albums, and scrapbooks are available from suppliers such as Light Impressions Archival Supplies (439 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, NY 14607; 1-800-826-6216) and University Products, Inc. (P.O. Box 101, 517 Main Street, Holyoke, MA 01401; 1-800-628-1912). The catalogs of these firms contain useful information on how to preserve documentary records.

— Cynthia Hastler
Akron, Ohio

Getting into Hot Water

The most frustrating job I have encountered thus far in restoring my First World War-era Colonial Revival is the removal of a thick layer of glue used to secure linoleum to a wood floor. The glue was hard as cement and impervious to chemicals, solvents, sanding, and wire brushes.

In consulting so-called experts, I was advised either to use a chisel-type device to lift the glue (a procedure which I feared would ruin the floor), or to forget the whole thing and install a new wood floor on top of the mess.

My problem was finally solved when it occurred to me that hot water can dissolve certain substances. Working in areas about 4' square, I poured boiling water on the floor, waited a few moments for it to soften the glue, and then used a driveway broom to sweep the worst of the mess away. I followed up with another application of hot water and a scrub brush. I was able to clean a 12' x 12' floor in about four hours.

— Rudy Kopp
Footville, Wis.

Preserving Caulk

One of the more annoying things about working on my old house is the waste of expensive silicone and latex caulk, materials that are packaged in the familiar tubes for use in caulking guns. Many jobs require only a small amount, but once the tube is opened, the remainder invariably hardens by the next time it's needed. I have spent hours trying to free up frozen tubes with varying degrees of success. On more than one occasion, I've cut open tubes of silicone out of frustration, and then used a screwdriver to apply the contents!

Some manufacturers provide caps to reseal the tip, but the caps apparently are not airtight, because the material inside the tip eventually hardens. Even if the caps did work better, they do nothing to prevent the metal disk that pushes the con-

Utilizing Utensils

Several years ago when I stripped the tiger-oak woodwork, I could not find any tools to scrape the stripper out of all the concave radii. My carpenter husband has an extensive collection of tools, so this is really saying something. Finally I made a great discovery. I got two sizes of utilitarian, stainless-steel spoons and honed the edges with a jewelry file—straight down, just like a straight-edged scraper. I ended up with quite a variety of sizes of radii, and saved a lot of money on steel wool.

— Cynthia Hastler
Akron, Ohio

Sash-Painting Tip

Very often, the top sash of a double-hung window won't slide down past the bottom of the lower sash—which is a problem when you want to paint the inside of the bottom rail. My solution for reaching this rail is to remove the window stop from one side and pull out the lower sash, just enough to get a brush near the rail. Afterwards, you simply reinstall the stop.

— John Armenti
Iselin, N.J.
Urban Archaeology
New 54,000 sq. ft. gallery
285 Lafayette Street, New York City 10012
212-431-6969

The Joinery Company
P.O. Box 518 • Tarboro, NC 27886
919-823-3306 • Fax: 919-823-0818

Call or send $5.00 for our full-color portfolio and price list, or $25.00 refundable with your order for actual samples of 16 fine woods.

Urban Archaeology
New 54,000 sq. ft. gallery

FAST, FAST PANE RELIEF.

Whether you're remodeling or just looking to replace a drafty old double-hung, the only name you need to know is Marvin. Our windows are available in virtually any size, shape or style because all Marvin windows are made to your exact specifications. If you want to improve the look, efficiency and style of your home, our full-color replacement and remodeling book has all the answers. For your free copy, return the coupon below or call toll-free 1-800-346-5128 (MN; 1-800-552-1167; In Canada, 1-800-263-6161).

Our Tilt-Pac is a perfect replacement for a worn-out double-hung sash.

Send to: Marvin Windows, Warroad, MN 56763

Name:

Address:

City State Zip

Phone:

I plan to: Build Remodel Replace

MARVIN WINDOWS ARE MADE TO ORDER.

MARVIN WINDOWS ARE MADE TO ORDER.
I've discovered a simple solution to this problem. It works whether tubes are stored for a few days or many months. All that's needed is a two-gallon plastic bucket and some ordinary tap water. To save an open tube, stand it nozzle down in the pail. Pour water into the pail until it reaches about two or three inches above the nozzle base. Then pour enough water directly into the back of the tube to fully cover the metal driver plate. The water forms a very efficient airtight seal. It is surprising how long materials can be stored using this method. Even after three and four months of storage, the materials flow and work as easily as they do from a fresh tube.

This system will fail only if you allow the water to evaporate. Also, don't forget to replenish the water if you are storing tubes for extended periods. It is easy to forget about the bucket if you put it in an out-of-the-way place. Another caveat is to be sure to drain all the excess water out of the tube before using it. Occasionally, even if this is done, some water may have seeped into the tube and will come out in the first few lines of material drawn from the gun. For this reason, make it a practice to purposely discard the first few dabs.

— Joseph Trapani
Baldwin, N.Y.

Erasing Tarnish
I used a commercial brass cleaner to clean my Victorian brass hardware. It was effective but couldn't get into the ornate scrollwork as well as I wanted. (Brushes work but I hate the spattery mess.) In desperation, I tried a pencil eraser: The tarnish was removed. I've since graduated to larger erasers, trimming them into effective shapes for every scroll, and use them with brass cleaner to clean all my ornate brass hardware.

— Brenda Dewald
Pomona, Calif.

TIPS TO SHARE? Do you have any hints or short cuts that might help other old-house owners? We'll pay $25 for any how-to items used in this "Restorer's Notebook" column. Write to Notebook Editor, The Old-House Journal, 435 Ninth Street, Brooklyn, NY 11215.
The Professional Materials to Restore & Resurface Concrete

ABOCRETE changes this:

Don’t replace damaged concrete: use ABOCRETE, the most advanced, durable and versatile epoxy system for structural use. ABOCRETE’s strength and adhesion make it ideal for high-traffic areas, industrial and residential floors, steps, parking areas, driveways; use it to bond concrete and precasts, install posts and beams. Impervious to saltwater and corrosive agents.

The ABOCRETE KIT comes in a 5-gallon pail with 1 can of resin, 1 can of converter and enough quartz sand to mix 4.5 gallons of ABOCRETE.

Call 800-445-1754

ABATRON, INC.
33 Center Dr., Dept. OH
Gilberts, IL 60136
708-426-2200

VISA, MASTERCARD, & AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED

Cartouches
Friezes
Centerpieces
Brackets

Niches
Cornice
Grilles
Mouldings

We offer over 1500 handcrafted plaster ornaments for the building industry. Custom reproduction is also available.

The Fischer & Jirouch Co.
4821 Superior Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44103

Bus. Tel. (216) 361-3840
FAX Tel. (216) 361-0650
Builder-Style Tudor

**Q** Last summer I purchased a house in Menomonie, Wis., which was originally built by Dr. J.R. Ray, one of the pioneers in the Industrial Arts Department at the University of Wisconsin-Stout. (Dr. Ray built this home for his own use, and I am the second owner.) The house has an escalloped roof line that runs from the peak of the house on the right side and descends over the rear porch at the bottom. I have never seen a design quite as radical as this one. Any comments would be appreciated.

— Dan Hampton
Galesville, Wis.

**A** Your home looks like a 1930s (possibly a 1928!) "builder style" Tudor Revival. These are modest dwellings built without the direct involvement of an architect, which often employed simplified versions of major architectural features found on high-style houses (see "Builder-Style Houses," Sept/Oct 1990 OHJ). In your house, the multiple steep gables facing the street, the arched doors, and the triple first-storey window are typical Tudor Revival details adapted from the English Medieval originals. The "escalloped roof line" so prominent in the photo extends into an **arcaded wing wall**, which was almost always pierced by a door that leads to the back yard. This feature was a very popular effect on Cotswold Cottage-style houses, as well as other eclectic styles of the 1920s and '30s.

In trying to find further information, we came across a house plan that seems to be an exact match for your home. The plan is from the **Home Builder's Catalog** of 1928, and it seems possible that Dr. Ray picked the house from this Chicago-based company's catalog.

continued on page 20

Pocket-Door Puzzler

**Q** The pocket doors in our circa-1889 house are neither bottom-track nor top-hung. They're mounted on a scissors-type support similar to those wooden laundry racks. The support is screwed into the back edge of the door and mounted on the inside of the pocket in the wall. Is this an unusual arrangement?

What steps, if any, can be taken to minimize the side-to-side wobble our doors seem to have, which has worn grooves in the top face of the door (where it has rubbed on the moldings)? Other than this small problem, they work wonderfully, which leads me to rejoice that we are not the owners of tracked doors!

— Patricia DeMaria
Columbus, Ohio

**A** Pocket or "secret" doors were very popular by the end of the last century, and supplying the hardware that made them work was a lively industry. Advertisements show there were many competing patented systems, most relying on barn-door-type rollers and rails. Some companies, however, devised trackless alternatives such as the 1894 mechanism from the Van Wagoner & Williams Hardware Company, shown at left.

It's hard to speculate about the condition of your doors, but play or wobble in machinery usually indicates bearing wear. After 100 years of service (probably without regular lubrication), the weight of the door may have worn the pivot points of arms and gears to the point where they're a little "sloppy." If you can get the offending parts out of the wall, a good machine shop may be able to help you further.

"American trackless sliding-door hang-ers," as advertised in 1894.
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Puncturing a Balloon Frame

I would like to install two windows on the rear second story of our turn-of-the-century farmhouse. The house is balloon-framed, with 1 x 12 sheathing running diagonally over the studs. Wood siding covers the sheathing. By cutting two openings in the sheathing, will I weaken the structure of the house? I am concerned that the sheathing may serve to brace the adjoining walls.

— Howard E. McCurdy, Purcellville, Va.

Balloon framing is the stud-construction method that began to replace heavy timber framing in the 1830s, when machine-made nails and sawmill lumber became plentiful. In balloon framing, the exterior shell of a house is basically erected first, using a framework of light lumber closed in with sheathing — a “balloon” to the early builders. Floors are added on ledger boards mortised into the wall studs (which run uninterrupted from foundation to eaves), and windows are cut into the walls. In contrast, modern platform framing requires that the first-storey floor be built first, then the first-storey walls and windows, then the second-storey floor, and so on.

In most cases, average-sized windows can be added to a balloon-framed wall providing good carpentry practices are followed, including spanning the openings with new headers and support studs. While most balloon-frame buildings are built with corner braces let in to the stud wall, any diagonally run sheathing is intended to help stabilize the structure and its integrity is worth maintaining. Reattach all cut sheathing securely around the window perimeters, and keep the total amount of open area in the wall within normal proportions, typically between 1/4 and 1/3 of the wall area.

Balloon-frame construction with corner braces ("g").
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OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL
The American Arts and Crafts movement included many of the best artists and artisans in the last 100 years. Yet its durable reputation is largely the work of one man: Gustav Stickley, editor, author, publisher, architect, and furniture designer. Born March 9, 1857, in Ossineke, Wisconsin, to Leopold and Barbara Stoekel (Americanized to Stickley), Gustav was the oldest of eleven children in a family where five brothers became furniture manufacturers. His first job was actually as a stonemason's apprentice at the age of twelve. Later, he recalled that it was the "heavy and tedious labor" of stonework that motivated a love for the more-easily worked material, wood.

In the early 1870s Leopold Stickley deserted his wife and children and Mrs. Stickley moved the family east to Brandt, Pennsylvania, where her brother operated a chair manufacturing company. Young Gustav, now responsible for the family's fortunes, quit the eighth grade and entered the furniture business. By twenty-one, he had become manager and foreman of the Brandt Chair Company. In 1883, Stickley married Eda Simmons (who had, literally, escaped from a convent in a milkman's wagon) and the following spring they relocated to Binghamton, New York. There, funded by his uncle, Stickley founded Stickley Bros. Co. which served as an outlet for Brandt products and the heavy, neo-baroque parlor furniture that flowed from Grand Rapids, Michigan, at the time.

Dissatisfied with selling this furniture, Stickley soon began a search for more sensible designs to produce. He found philosophical guidance in the writings of John Ruskin and William Morris and design inspiration from early colonial furniture and the work of the Shakers, and during this time he formed an important friendship with Dr. Irene Sargent, an architecture and languages professor at Syracuse University. Sargent, who was to become the first Managing Editor of *The Craftsman*, educated Stickley in current European design and encouraged him to abandon reproduction furniture for his own line. Once more he quit his job, this time to travel in Europe. There he met leading Arts and Crafts figures of the day, including C.R. Ashbee and Charles Voysey.

Upon returning, Stickley had a clear idea of what he wanted and by 1901 he had introduced his **continued on page 24**
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new line of "structural" furniture. Stickley's designs considered the essence of each piece's function and stripped away all historical association. He built them in a straightforward manner, using native white oak and relying on the time-tested strength of mortise-and-tenon joints. The result was pioneer modern-style furniture manufactured in America, a landmark between the Shakers and the German Bauhaus. The same year he began publishing a magazine, The Craftsman, with the first issue devoted entirely to William Morris. At age forty-three, Stickley had finally found his stride, and his business enjoyed a rapid growth that was to last for 16 years.

Craftsman furniture embodied a whole way of living — a simple, natural lifestyle fit for the new century. From a few sticks of oak Stickley conceived an entire domestic realm, everything from textiles to tableware, from gardens to garages. By 1902 he had introduced complete house plans into The Craftsman and by 1904 "The Craftsman Home Builder's Club" offered architectural advice and customized plans to new homebuilders.

Stickley greatly enhanced America's concept of the home. He promoted a design aesthetic that called for materials native to their site, as well as outdoor living with porches and pergolas. He brought the fireplace back into popularity, believing that the hearth was the center of family life, and introduced the sleeping porch on a wide scale. Each of these features was part and parcel of Stickley's version of the bungalow, which became the flagship for Craftsman ar-

chitecture. Once again, function became the organizing principle, and rooms were laid out to flow into one another depending on their working relationship. Bedrooms had closets, kitchens had pantries, and all were designed for the modern woman who was no longer relying on servants. (Though Stickley meant for the working man to latch onto his ideas, many of his clients were affluent.)

In 1913 Stickley moved his offices to a 12-storey building off Fifth Avenue in New York City (an unlikely headquarters, perhaps, for a promoter of bungalows). At its height, one could enter the Craftsman Building and walk through four floors of furniture, a whole floor dedicated to gardening, four more floors housing a permanent "Homebuilder's Exposition," and the Craftsman Restaurant which served meals from food grown at Stickley's farm estate, Craftsman Farms.

The Craftsman empire lasted only a few years, and on March 24, 1915, Stickley was declared bankrupt. He had grown too fast and had unwisely incorporated all of his enterprises under one roof. On top of this, the Craftsman movement was greatly affected by a shift in public taste and the arrival of the First World War. Stickley spent his remaining years in Syracuse, experimenting with wood finishes. He died on April 21, 1942, his quiet funeral attended by the men who had once worked for him.
Do-it-yourself remodeling can be an even bigger money saver when you rent the tools. No need to buy those once-in-a-lifetime tools when your American Rental Association member store already has professional quality tools you can rent for a fraction of their purchase price. They're well maintained and ready to go. Your A.R.A. member store has plenty of expertise to share with you, too.

Professional results are within your reach. Just reach for the yellow pages. You'll find your nearby American Rental Association member store listed under Rental Service Stores and Yards.
STONE HOUSES
n a continent where most buildings are wood, stone houses occupy a special place. Stone masonry is the construction method of classical antiquity, of Europe (where the ancestors of most North Americans came from) and of endurance, and houses made of stone carry these associations with them. Stone houses also represent a high level of skill in transporting, shaping, and assembling a difficult natural material. On top of this, stone houses stand for enormous investments of labor and time and are evidence of projects that were completed not in weeks or months, but years.

Stone was used in the earliest colonial settlements for foundations and chimneys, but it was not until the economic comfort of sustained communities (as well as the importance of having fireproof buildings) took hold that full-sized stone houses in any number began to appear. Each colonial group brought their own, well-established masonry traditions with them, and these roots produced vernacular styles such as the Dutch stone houses of the Hudson River Valley, the Spanish structures of Florida and the Southwest, or the distinctive building idiom of French Canada. English architecture prior to about 1840, stone houses were regularly built with regional materials and construction methods and often in vernacular styles. Sandstone and limestone were the most commonly used and widely distributed building stones, but sources of granite, serpentine, conglomerate (pudding stone), and coquina (shellstone) were also worked.

As the 19th century progressed, fashions in building rivals carried on a medieval heritage (such as the house on the cover) that, while coming to a close in the British Isles, was influential into the 18th century in the New World. Later, the formal English Georgian and Adamesque styles, so often rendered in stone, became the dominant architecture as the colonies matured. In areas where it was plentiful and easily obtained, building with stone often preceded the use of brick. Cut and dressed stone, however, was usually reserved for framing window and door openings or decorative quoins at corners, and the bulk of the wall surface was usually left rough. At this level, local quarries and glacial deposits were able to supply the demand even as major cities grew, and stone was seldom shipped large distances.
High-style Victorian houses took full advantage of stone. Romanesque buildings such as the 1890 Castle Marne in Denver, Colorado (left), were almost exclusively stone structures. As brick well as historical qualities. Mid- to late-Victorian architecture such as the Romanesque, Second Empire, and Queen Anne styles made much use of complex surfaces, and regularly employed carved and highly textured stone. This demand spawned the use of “imported” stones transported long distances by newly developed intercontinental rail networks as well as salt- and freshwater shipping lanes. Limestones continued to be important, but easily worked red and brown sandstones took on a new popularity.

Selected Stone Reading


Heritage Montreal, 406 Notre-Dame St. East, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2Y 1C8; (514) 842-8678. Traditional Masonry by Mark London and Dinu Bumbaru.


Indiana Limestone Institute of America, Inc., 400 Stone City Bank Building, Bedford, IN 47421; (812) 275-4426. Limestone-repair booklets.


The Magazine of Masonry Construction, The Aberdeen Group, 426 South Westgate, Addison, IL 60101; (312) 543-0870.


Common stone wall patterns (top to bottom): random, uncoursed rubble, consisting of fieldstones and small boulders; coursed rubble, with stones roughly cut and dressed; broken, random-coursed ashlar, where joints do not break directly over each other; coursed ashlar, where all joints are regular and continuous.

By the turn of the 20th century, new construction materials such as steel beams and poured concrete suddenly made stone obsolete for structural purposes, and its role became more solely aesthetic. Always desirable for public and monumental buildings, stone remained popular for grand and imposing houses built in the Chateauesque and Beaux-Arts styles. It occasionally saw use in houses based on Prairie-School style, but was heartily endorsed for Craftsman and Arts & Crafts houses and featured prominently in foundations, chimneys, and porch supports.

Traditional stone masonry has its own set of terms and construction systems which are useful to know for understanding stone houses. Generally, all stone masonry is either rubble or ashlar. Rubble masonry is composed of loose stones collected from fields or shorelines, or stone from quarries left in their unworked state. Rubble stone is used either as is in its natural shape, or split to create roughly square edges while still retaining a natural outline. Ashlar masonry is made up of stone that is squared and sawn so that all its exposed surfaces are uniform. The regular dimensions of ashlar stone makes specific or repeating patterns possible and in this respect it is much like brickwork. Within these basic categories, the character of the stonework is often further defined with labels such as coursed, split, broken, and random.

Prior to, roughly, the middle of the 19th century, most stone houses were built with solid stone walls. These walls consisted of outer facing stones that created the exterior appearance of the building, inner facing stones that were usually less refined, and infill of small or broken stones that made up the intervening space. Large through- or tie stones then bonded together the full width of the wall at strategic places, so it would not buckle under the load. Other details included wood strips mortared in with the inner facing stones to present nailing surfaces for anchoring plaster lath, and cavities created by incompletely mortaring the infill so as to limit moisture condensation.

In the latter half of the 19th century, the construction of most stone house walls gradually changed from solid stone to using brick infill with a stone exterior. Outer facing stone was most frequently ashlar; in the best cases these were oriented so that the grain was perpendicular to the exposed face, but often positioned with the grain parallel to the face for reasons of economy. Stone walls of both types were load-bearing and supported the wooden floor beams and roof framing via interior-wall pockets.
Looking for restoration materials in a cliff face may sound like taking authenticity too far, yet, in many cases, this can be the most efficient and cost-effective approach to matching masonry on old stone houses. Synthetic resurfacing agents designed to produce the “look” of real stone often have structural and aesthetic problems. Finding acceptable matches for historical stone at masonry-supply yards can be hit-or-miss at best. Before beginning extensive repairs to deteriorated sections, it pays to consider complete replacement with local native stone.

Early settlers did not travel very far to obtain their building materials. In the past, quarrymen and masons chose the most suitable stone that was close at hand because it would have to be transported to the building site by horse team. Consequently, the job of finding a perfect match for your building stone can be relatively simple. For instance, replacement sandstone for the 19th-century National Register home and grocery store in Madison, Wisconsin, described here was located only a few miles away.

Most stone used for building homes is either sedimentary (hardened layers of sediment laid down millions of years ago) or slightly metamorphic (transformed from other rock types). Working dense, igneous (volcanic) stones like granite requires special tools and skills, but sedimentary stones such as sandstone and limestone are relatively soft and easy to shape with simple tools. Generally, the geologic conditions that provided the original stone also prevail for some distance, so one needn’t find the original quarry to get a good match. Once you find stone that matches your home, it can be shaped to the required dimensions loose from the building and place it in a pile. This can be used later as sample or practice stone, or raw material for small repairs. To evaluate the stone on the building, first look at it structurally, then aesthetically. Use a chipping hammer or chisel to test all suspect stone for soundness. If the unit (the dimensioned block of stone) continues to yield to the hammer by spalling or otherwise disintegrating, chalk it for replacement and proceed to the next suspect stone. Units

**Preliminary Survey**

Before actually prospecting in abandoned quarries and exposed cliff faces, determine the extent of the damage to the stone building and thus the amount of replacement stone needed.

Water is the principal agent for stone-work deterioration and problem areas are where you will find most stone damage — areas that have to be corrected before repairs can begin. Check all gutters and downspouts to make sure water is being efficiently carried away from the masonry. Make sure soil against the foundation is sloped away from the house. Check for signs of algae or moss, usually behind downspouts, beneath sills, and at the edges of protruding columns. Once all water problems are put to order, decide whether ivy or the other vines that cover many old stone houses are worth their picturesque effect. Not only must all organic matter be removed to perform repairs, but rootlets penetrating the stone grain and acids formed by vine decay can also cause stone disintegration.

Next, gather all stone that has come loose from the building and place it in a pile. This can be used later as sample or practice stone, or raw material for small repairs. To evaluate the stone on the building, first look at it structurally, then aesthetically. Use a chipping hammer or chisel to test all suspect stone for soundness. If the unit (the dimensioned block of stone) continues to yield to the hammer by spalling or otherwise disintegrating, chalk it for replacement and proceed to the next suspect stone. Units
that are spalled but structurally intact are a judgment call, and may warrant only a Dutchman repair or complete replacement. (Deep spalls can hold water and cause future problems.) As a rule, every 20 square feet of deteriorated wall will require about 1 ton of raw stone, a figure that can be further qualified as you investigate the particular construction. As you survey the damaged stone, carry a tuckpointing trowel in your pocket and check for pointing requirements by digging the trowel into joints that appear to have cavities or that show signs of crumbling mortar. Chalk those areas needing attention.

**Getting to Know the Stone’s Personality**

Before removing any stone from your building, take time to familiarize yourself with it. Take a piece from the pile of deteriorated stone and inspect it with all of your senses. Feel the texture and look closely at its grain. If you are not familiar with the characteristics of stone, you can quickly get to know how it behaves by trying out each of the traditional mason’s chisels (see photo, top right). Listen to it as it responds to the chisel. Practice shaping your particular type of stone by placing a large chunk from the debris pile onto some sand or other yielding surface so that it is firmly bedded. Then, experiment with the tooth chisel and attempt to shape the stone into four distinct corners that are flat and square.

Work the stone with the chisels and notice how the angle of the tool affects the pitch of the spalled face. Remember to keep the stone piece firmly bedded, otherwise it may fracture at random as the energy of the blow is misdirected into vibration rather than cutting with the chisel point. The more you experiment with the different chisels and observe how the stone behaves under different conditions, the easier it will become to correctly identify the stone you need when searching for it in the field.

While familiarizing yourself with the characteristics of the stone, apply the chisel at various angles around 45 degrees to take off high spots, never perpendicular to the face unless you are attempting to score and then break the stone in two. In any event, a saw will perform this task much better and without fracture damage to the stone. To do this, first acquire a diamond blade for your circular saw (expensive at $120 apiece, but better suited to stonework than masonry blades). Then, saw a groove in the stone and wedge the split with square sided masonry nails (see photo, bottom left). Use safety gear suitable for the heavy (and often loud) nature of stonework, including gloves and eye, ear, and lung protection.

**Rock Hunting**

Aside from direct contact with the material itself, another good way to identify the type of stone in your building is to consult the local historical society or preservation-minded masons. They may know what kinds of stone were popular for building in your area and, perhaps, even the location of the original quarry. In Wisconsin, for instance, there is a state reference guide published in 1898, which provides maps and detailed descriptions of quarry operations a century ago (On the Building and Ornamental Stones of Wisconsin by Ernest Robertson Buckley, distributed as Bulletin No. IV of the Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey). This guide greatly simplifies matching historic stone in Wisconsin and similar references are worth looking for in other states.

Using these sources, visit promising areas with a sample of the stone you need. Locating stone is an enjoyable part of the restoration process. In selecting your stone, you will discover the same geology the original masons found and go through the same thought processes. Take along chisels, a heavy hammer, an iron breaker bar, some rope, and a hand-operated winch. Visit abandoned quarries, railroad cut banks, working quarries, exposed cliff faces along road-
ways, abandoned buildings. When you see a likely-looking stone outcropping, use your experience with chisel and hammer to identify the find. If you’re lucky, the stone will not only appear like your sample, but feel, sound, and yield just like it as well.

You'll be very close when you find stone of the right color and texture. You will also find that the position of the stone in the cliff face affects its characteristics. Locate the layer, or bedding plane, in the cliff face which corresponds to the stone in your building. If you cannot extract the stone you need from one site, try to keep track of that plane as you locate other sites. Don’t be discouraged if you run up against stone that is much harder than your sample, but in all other respects the same stone. Instead, keep looking for softer stone in the same general area, or dig further back in the plane to find “green” stone that has not been hardened by exposure to air.

Assess the amount of stone you require by measuring the wall area previously marked with chalk, noting the dimensions of the units. Determine how the wall was built by viewing it in cross section, often done by surmising from what you can see at damaged areas behind the outer stone. Generally, you will find a 4" to 6" stone veneer laid over a rough stone or rubble wall. As mentioned, average veneers need approximately 1 ton of raw stone for every 20 square feet of wall area. If you have thicker stone units in your building, you'll need that much more tonnage and corresponding equipment at the quarry site to extract larger sizes. (If this is the case, you may want to settle for the veneer and use the system for anchoring the stone described below.) The stone found on many houses is laid "out of bed" — that is, with sedimentary layers positioned vertically. Take note of this construction as well when sizing up your replacement-stone requirements.

The original builders were using the same geological planes, so it should not be too difficult to find the same bed thickness for your match. When you do, clean off the top surface of the plane and wedge a breaker bar and a number of chisels into a sedimentary joint (say, every 6" or so). Begin to pound the wedged chisels into the crack (see photo above), driving the chisels in evenly so that one does not apply more force than another. With enough pressure, the stone will break approximately 12" to 18" back into the wall, a depth that depends on the hardness and thickness of the stone, and the nature of the overlying material. You can help define how far back into the wall the piece goes by scribing a line with a chisel, but if you do so, place it beyond the dimensions required for the final unit. Pounding a perpendicular line into the stone fractures it, and any such work should be carried on as far away as practical from the raw stone.

Once a stone is dislodged from the cliff face, roughly shape it at the quarry site so as not to haul large amounts
of waste to the job site. If you can get your hands on a portable generator, it's even worth sawing the stone before hoisting it into the truck.

**Dressing the Stone to Match**

Final stone dressing is performed at the restoration site. At this point, pay particular attention to the surface markings and tooling details on the original stone work. Experiment with the chisels and duplicate the markings of the original. After practicing for a while, you will be ready to shape the raw stone into replacement units to be laid into the wall.

Begin the shaping operation by using dimensions that are oversize for the final piece. You will discover that corners and edges are very susceptible to chipping, but if you save cutting the final dimension until last, your piece will be that much better as it goes into the wall. Inspect the raw stone for fissures by washing it and looking for cracks that seem to penetrate the stone. (Water will clearly define any cracks.) Fissured stone is not suitable for building material and must be discarded. You will probably discover a fissure or two after having worked on a stone, but that is to be expected; just begin again with a sound piece. Patience is an important attribute when dealing with stone.

After satisfying yourself that you have a sound piece of stone, level the primary face. First, lay a 2 x 4 along the stone's length to rest your circular saw on. Next, set the blade to the depth of the deepest hollow on the stone face. Then, cut "cordonroy" grooves the length of the entire piece, approximately 1/2" to 1" apart. After this, place a chisel against the side of the corduroy and proceed to strike off the grooved layer until you have very shallow saw marks and a considerably flatter surface.

The finished surface of the stone you're trying to match will typically be either sawn, ribbed, pointed, bushhammered, polished, or chiseled. To duplicate the surface simply select the tool originally used and practice on your new stone until you acquire the same markings. Traditional stone-finishing tools have changed little over centuries, and most are still available today. If your stone is relatively soft, you may be able to immediately dress it with the tooth chisel until you have the ribbed effect that is characteristic of much of the old stonework. For the sawn finish, grind the surface flat using an abrasive masonry disk, and then sand the surface with a belt sander to the required hone.

If your stone is too hard or brittle to work with the tooth chisel, first grind the surface flat. Then if a ribbed, slight corduroy effect is still desired, use the tooth chisel to duplicate the original surface. For a pointed finish use the point chisel. This finish can be tooled when the surface is still relatively rough and out of flat. Simply take off the high parts with the point chisel and "think flat" as you work along the surface. For the bush-hammered effect, locate a hammer that looks just like a meat tenderizer made of hard steel (art-supply stores carry them for stone sculpture). As with all finish chiseling, always chisel into the center field of the unit — never near or into the edge — or you will blow large chunks of your nice clean cut edge off the stone and end up with what looks like an oversized, odd-shaped arrowhead.

Once you have the piece flat and dressed, saw it to the exact dimensions needed for placement in the wall. The saw blade will not reach through the entire thickness of the stone, so it must instead be sawn partially through on both sides to score it. Wedge off the excess stone from the backside (to avoid spoiling the finished face) by using the squared masonry nails as before. Then grind down the rough, unsawed portions in the center so that the unit will lay properly in the wall. Think flat and square so that when you install the stone you'll have no trouble with the fit and look of the joint.

**Watch for Falling Rock**

Deteriorated stone must be removed from the building with care to prevent the units above from falling. Although it is uncanny how effectively the head joints (vertical joints) in the masonry will keep a stone wall intact when it is unsup-
Stone to achieve a firm, level bed, fatten the joint some and then tap the unit level and plumb with a soft-head hammer or piece of wood.

Mortar must never be stronger than the stone itself or in years to come the stone may spall as temperatures change (see "Mortars and Finishes," page 35). For our restoration work, we have had good results with mortar typically mixed with one part white Portland cement, six parts sand, and one part lime. (We use Miracle Lime.) The consistency of the mortar should be almost crumbly as you roll it into a ball. If it crumbles under its own weight, add a little water.

Leave the final pointing until last so you can do it all in one day under the same weather conditions. While installing the stone, rake any backfill mortar that fills the joints so that when you return to point with a lime-rich batch, you can get a good ½" or so of mortar into the joint. Pay close attention to the profile of the original mortar joints and practice duplicating them before working on your finished job. A poorly executed job will produce a disappointing repair, especially after going through all the work of repairing building stone.

Native-stone repairs will look lighter for the first few years. As the stone hardens and weathers, though, they will blend into the surrounding work and add to the sense of permanence and stability that characterizes masonry.

Jacob Arndt owns Northwestern Masonry Company in Madison, Wisconsin, and specializes in historic masonry restoration and consulting in the Midwest (608-238-0202).

SUPPLIERS
Bon Tool Company, 4430 Gibsonia Road, Dept. OHJ, Gibsonia, PA 15044, (412) 443-7080, Masonry tools, diamond blades

Orange Bolt & Supply Company, 2611 Route 9W, Box 986, Dept. OHJ, Ft. Montgomery, NY 10922, (914) 446-6525, Masonry tools, diamond blades
Ever since I was a child growing up in a small town in upstate New York, I can remember seeing houses of cobblestone. Not until I was older did I realize that while examples exist as far away as Colorado, Wisconsin, Ontario, Michigan, and Vermont, most cobblestone houses were built in New York's western counties between 1830 and 1860. Theories hold that English masons who came here to work on the Erie Canal introduced this technique of building an elegant masonry wall from small, knobby fieldstones—stones shaped more like potatoes than building materials. After studying the mortar-heavy construction of these houses and the proper materials for restoring them, I'm confident I can shed some light on the use of historical mortars.

**Historic Mortars**

In a masonry wall, mortar not only fills voids and distributes the load of the structure, it acts as a buffer between the stone or brick units—particularly in older masonry where gravity plays a major role in holding the system together. From the perspective of restoration, mortars are either "soft" or "hard" according to their compressive strength. The earliest soft mortars are those made with clay. In some colonial buildings, walls were partially or completely mortared with clay (sometimes mixed with straw or animal hair for strength) into the 19th century, and when used to build chimneys, clay mortar was baked hard by heat.

The most common soft mortar binder—and the most common mortar until the late 1800s—was made from lime. To manufacture lime, calcium carbonate in the form of limestone (usually dolomitic), marble, or even shells was kiln-burned or calcined to drive off carbon dioxide and produce quicklime (calcium oxide). When slaked in water, this quicklime produced a thick, creamy putty that could be combined with sand and additional water to form the same mortars that have been used since Roman times.

Lime mortar sets (crystallizes) in several hours but the final hardening is a very slow process as the lime reforms into calcium carbonate—often taking months or years as maximum strength is achieved. The result, however, is a mortar that expands slightly as it sets (making shrinkage cracks unlikely) and relatively stable through temperature changes. Lime mortar is also porous enough to allow water vapor to pass through.
It is the inclusion of cement that makes a mortar hard. The most well-known cement is Portland, produced by calcining lime, clay, and other substances in strict proportions. Portland cement was invented in 1824 in Leeds, England, by Joseph Aspdin, but did not make its way to the U.S. until 1871 when one David Saylor built the first portland-cement kilns in Coplay, Pennsylvania. As late as 1883, however, there were only three portland-cement plants in operation, and its use did not become truly widespread until the beginning of 20th century. The primary advantage of portland cement is its tremendous strength, but it also cures much quicker than lime and does not need to be slaked before use. Portland-cement mortar, though, shrinks as it sets, resists water movement, expands and contracts with temperature changes, and resists the movement of masonry around it. In the 19th century there were also naturally-occurring cements in production — deposits that when calcined had characteristics somewhere between lime and portland cement.

By and large, it's a safe bet that the masonry in any pre-1880 house is straight lime mortar. This is important to understand because mortars for repointing or repairs must always be softer than the original mortar and the masonry units. Introducing a hard, high-portland-cement mix in soft lime-mortar masonry can cause problems over time such as cracking of the hard mortar or spalling and disintegration of softer materials. If you're not sure about the nature of your mortar, brush vinegar on representative samples taken from deep in the wall so you're sure they're not later repointings. The vinegar will immediately show some fizzing if the mortar is lime-based; no action if it is portland-based.

Most stonemasonry mortar ratios earlier than this century hovered around one part lime to three parts sand. For instance, the cobblestone samples I've analyzed show a range from about 1:2 to about 1:4. It's difficult to determine the original ratio of a mortar, so the best approach is to keep repair mixtures soft and stay within some guidelines. An all-lime mortar is the safest, but for ease of application under modern conditions, adding up to 5 percent white Portland cement for not more than 20 percent of the lime will add to the mortar's workability without compromising the lime and making the mortar too hard. Mortar mixes are usually adjusted to the project and the materials used (particularly sand), but the following proportions are often recommended for making a basic soft mortar: 6 parts hydrated lime, 12 parts sand, 1 part white portland cement.

Hydrated lime, the lime most readily available these days, is "dry slaked" in a steam chamber so that, unlike quick-
lime, it is chemically stable for long periods. It is still necessary, though, to slake hydrated lime for up to 24 hours prior to use to form a putty. Once you’ve slaked the lime according to the manufacturer’s instructions, it can be stored covered in a large tub and will keep indefinitely as long as it doesn’t freeze. I recommend buying hydrated finish lime for about $7 a bag. If you can’t get any of this, standard type-S hydrated lime will do. All bags weigh about 50 lbs. and are one cubic foot in dry volume.

Masonry cements have also been used successfully in lieu of cement/lime mixtures when certain conditions are met. These products are combinations of portland cement, gypsum, and other ingredients, factory-mixed in controlled proportions and rated by a letter system. Mortars made with masonry cements should be mixed according to the strength or durability of the masonry, typically: 6½ to 7 parts sand to 1 part masonry cement (Type N) for a soft mix; 5½ parts sand to 1 part masonry cement for a medium mix; 4 to 5 parts sand to 1 part masonry cement for a hard mix.

Besides clean, drinkable water, you will also need sand for your mortar. Buy only washed mason’s sand from the two or three nearest sand and gravel pits to increase chances that it will match the sand in the old mortar. It doesn’t hurt to wash the sand again before using it for small repointings; I have seen instances where dirty or clay-containing sand has been responsible for the poor performance of mortars. Try a few buckets each of fine and coarse sand before you commit yourself to a large purchase. To go further in duplicating your old wall’s mortar, mix up three different mortars for each pair of local coarse and fine sands, using different proportions. Spread the samples on a moist board, label, and take the whole thing somewhere out of the sun and rain to dry. After two days, brush each one with a fine, stiff stove or suede brush to remove much of the whitish laitance. Wearing goggles and gloves and working in a ventilated area, brush a 10% solution of muriatic acid onto the samples. They will fizz and foam quite merrily for a few seconds and then die out as the acid loses its strength. Then, gently rinse the samples with plenty of water to dissolve the salts from the reaction. You can now see what each mortar would look like if exposed to the natural acidity of rainfall for a dozen years, and compare them to your home’s mortar.

**Masonry Finishes**

Cementitious finishes, much the same as mortars, have long been used to protect and improve the looks of stone masonry. Whitewash, which contains no sand or other aggregate, is the simplest of these coatings (see “Old-House Mechanic,” page 54). Others contain sand, lime, or cement in proportions that will allow them to be easily applied to a flat, vertical surface.

**Parging:** Parging is a single layer of mortar applied directly to the wall with a trowel so that it covers the entire surface. Parges generally are rough and cover the whole masonry surface, but at times they are only applied to the joints or recessed portions of the stonework. Parges might subsequently be whitewashed for a more refined appearance, or used later as the scratch coat for stucco. Parges were generally composed of lime mortar up until the introduction of cement in the second half of the 19th century, particularly when used to waterproof foundation walls.

**Barndash:** A finish half-point and half-parge in appearance where the mortar is allowed beyond the limits of the masonry joints.

**Stucco:** Also called exterior plaster, stucco is a coating applied in more than one layer (three is common). The top layer may be tinted, given an ornamental texture, or tooled to give an ashlar or cut-stone appearance to rubble walls. Stucco is usually applied directly to masonry without the use of lath. Like parging, stucco mixtures were usually lime-based until cement became popular.

**Roughcast or Harling:** Roughcast, an English stucco technique, dashes the newly applied surface with clean gravel, pebbles, broken earthenware, burnt clay, and similar items screened to a uniform size. The Scottish version, harling, uses fine-screened gravel and thinned, slaked lime thrown on with a bucket.
If you are restoring the exterior of your stone house — or any similar stone masonry — repointing is likely to be one of your projects. Repointing (also called simply pointing) is the process of renewing the mortar joints by removing old, deteriorated mortar and replacing it with new mortar. Mortar joints absorb many of the stresses in stone and brick masonry, and over decades these stresses can lead to breakdown of the mortar. Repointing restores the integrity and appearance of the wall, and is a maintenance procedure that may be performed many times over the life of the masonry.

Repointing is not complicated and does not demand specialized skills. It is, however, a time-consuming undertaking in a relatively unforgiving medium. Before committing yourself to a repointing project, bear in mind that, regardless of the appeal of old stonework, not all of it was meant to be seen. Parges and stuccos were often intended to be the finished surfaces, and removing them may be historically inappropriate. This is often the case if there is no evidence of nice craftsmanship in laying courses and corners. Second, repointing is a labor-intensive procedure that requires care, flexibility, and long-range planning. Begin to map out your pointing job at least a year in advance.

Keeping in mind that, like most old-house work, repointing is not a job for the impatient, we'll explain how we approach the job here in southeastern Pennsylvania. There are many types of stonework and a wide variety of joint styles, and the terminology for both varies from region to region. However, we'll concentrate our discussion on repointing uncoursed rubble masonry with what is known in our area as the "reveal" (also called "tuck") point; a common, simple and attractive flat point that is recessed to expose the edge of the stone.

Preparing the Surface
To prepare a stone surface for repointing, you must chip all the deteriorated mortar out of the joints as well as remove any surface coatings. Plan to chip and point just one wall at a time. You never want to have the entire house stripped of mortar, leaving it vulnerable to water infiltration. Begin by excavating along the bottom of the wall to a depth of about one foot; you will be repointing this far below ground. The general rule we use is to chip from the bottom up, erecting a scaffold as we move up the wall. We then point from the top down, striking...
the scaffold as the wall is completed.

The best preparation jobs are still done by hand using a masonry chisel and a hammer. However, with care and experience a hand-held pneumatic chipping gun can be used for a lot of work. (We find that electric guns don't have the moxie for most projects.) Protective eye gear, gloves, and a dust mask are also a must. Chip the joints to a depth of about two inches, using a hose to wash them out thoroughly as you go. After you finish an area, use a wet wirebrush to remove any remaining debris and rinse again to get the joints as clean as possible.

Joints deteriorated deeper than two inches will have to be chipped back to sound mortar. Joints around windows and doors may be horrifyingly large, but don't panic. If you find that a great number of stones are loose or broken, you may have to allow time to back-point the wall before you can do a final repointing. Back-pointing is mortaring in between stones deep in the wall so they are firmly supported, still leaving the joint about 1 1/2 inches deep for the final point. Replace badly cracked or damaged stones with new stone, making sure they are securely anchored with small shim stones, if necessary. Back-pointing must cure for a minimum of several months — preferably over a winter — or the mortar may affect the color of your final point. If you suspect your wall might need this additional attention, start your project as early in the spring as possible so you have time to do the final repointing before winter.

**Mortar Color and Texture**

Once your surface is prepared and cleaned, it's time to decide on the color of the point. The color of the unweathered mortar deep in the old joint is often your best guide to the original color of the point. On occasion, historic mortars were tinted with pigments, but appearance was usually a function of sand and other major ingredients. Barring this example, aim for a neutral tone that blends with the stone, rather than a strong color that in any way draws attention to itself.

Arriving at the right color and texture for the point is a matter of planned trial and error. In one-pound coffee cans, mix test mortars with different colored sands in different proportions, keeping accurate records of the contents of each mix. Create the mixes with the precision required for baking a cake and try, perhaps, half a dozen different combinations. We've had good luck with a product from Allentown called Medusa 72A, a light-tan, type-N masonry cement to which we add lime, if required. Add water to each of the dry mixes to produce a workable mortar, then apply it to joints in a test area.

If you're aiming to match a historic mortar, consider adding certain indigenous materials to your mix, like sand from a nearby stream bed or crushed shells. Get creative, use your imagination, and don't be afraid to experiment. Adding pigments may seem like a good idea, but in our experience, no matter how carefully you mix them in, you risk getting an uneven or blotchy-looking point. Also, pigments will not age in the same way.

At this juncture, you will also want to decide on the appropriate surface texture for the point. To create an even, weathered-looking surface, wait until a couple of your test patches stiffen up a bit, maybe 15 minutes or so. Then brush a couple of them lightly with a sash brush that has been taped to reveal about half an inch of bristle. To produce a texture that approximates slight weathering, spray a couple of the samples with water from a hand sprayer. As a third option, leave some samples unbrushed with your trowel marks showing. You should note that an unbrushed point sheds water best.

**Mixing the Mortar**

It is very important that the dry materials are mixed thoroughly and evenly throughout your entire mortar batch to ensure a consistent color in your point. Start with two five-gallon buckets of sand and proportional amounts of other
ingredients, and use a mixing hoe to blend them thoroughly in your mixing pan. Avoid handling cement or lime with your bare hands. There is no great advantage to using a motorized cement mixer because the batches are relatively small. But if you want to use one, let it run for a long time to assure a uniform dry mix.

Next, move all of the dry mix at one end of the mixing pan and pour a small amount of water at the other end.

Then pull the dry mix into the water a little at a time until the mix is the consistency of firm but flexible mud. Wet only the amount of dry mix that you can use in about 20 minutes, otherwise the mortar will dry out. "Retempering" or re-wetting the mortar is a poor idea because it reduces the strength of the final mortar — some say by as much as 20 percent for each time you add water. For this same reason, never use dry mix left over from the day before. (It absorbs residual moisture in the sand.) As you gain experience with mortar quantities and consistencies, don't be afraid to throw out a batch and start again.

**Doing the Repointing**

The trick to repointing successfully is to take it slow. An amateur should plan to complete about a four-by-four-foot area per day in the beginning. With a large trowel, place a portion of wet mortar on your mortar board, or hawk, and shape it into a neat, compact mass that hangs together like wet sculpting clay. At the wall, use your hose or hand sprayer to wet the joints of a small area, or the dry masonry will draw water out and it won't adhere or cure properly.

Start with one of the horizontal bed joints (they're easier). Hold the hawk right up against the joint you want to fill, cut off a small piece of mortar with your pointing trowel (or brick slicker), and push it into the joint. The size of the pointing tool you choose depends on the size of the joint you're trying to fill, and you will probably keep more than one model on hand. Then pack the joint with mortar to the desired depth. We usually bring it out to within \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch of the stone face, but if you want more of a "reveal," don't point out so far. (For an even shadow around the building, some masons point a little deeper on the north side.) Make sure that you really pack the mortar in, get it good and flat, and seal it firmly to the stone with no sagging so water cannot penetrate. The objective is to seal the joint with as consistent a surface as possible.

**Packing vertical head joints or oddly angled joints is a little trickier and may take some practice.** As you progress, you should be able to cut a piece of mortar, pick it up on the back of your pointing trowel, and quickly lay it into the joint in one smooth action, regardless of the angle of the joint. If the joint is very narrow, lay in a little ribbon of mortar and skim it lightly to produce a seal. If a joint is really deep — say, more than two to three inches — you should backpoint it first and bring it out to about the two-inch depth. If you are brushing or spraying the point, let it set up a while, then go back and brush it lightly with your sash brush or spray it with a hand sprayer as with your test patches. Don't overspray the point, or you'll get "ghosting."

The joints around windows and doors are often quite large. Adding or nudging a few key stones closer or adding trim to the frame can partially fill this gap. If you opt to simply fill the joint with mortar, then remember to fill vertical joints starting at the bottom. If the mortar starts to sag, let it set up a little before you continue to build on it. The larger amount of mortar around doors and windows will shrink somewhat as it cures, probably about \( \frac{1}{8} \) inch. After a month or so, return and caulk the joints.

When stopping and starting a day's work, just wind up at a logical spot at the end of the day and cut the point square or at an angle, then wet and start afresh the next day. After finishing a large section, allow the mortar to cure slowly for maximum strength by keeping it moist with damp tarps.

**Joints near window and door frames are often large (right) and can be reduced by adding stone or moulding, or pointed as is. Poorly anchored stone (far right) will require backpointing before proceeding further.**
somewhat and cut the mortar with the tool you’ve made to create a “ribbon” with a flat top surface and a straight line on each side of the joint. Dust on dry white cement and flick off the ragged edges.

Diane LeBold writes about houses from her home in Malvern, Pennsylvania. Ken Fisher, Jr. operates Morning Star Masons in Spring City, Pennsylvania (800-553-2493).

**SUPPLIERS**

**Hyde Manufacturing Company**, 54 Eastford Road, Dept. OHJ, Southbridge, MA 01550; (508) 764-4344. Repointing trowels and tools, masonry equipment.

**Marshalltown Trowel Company**, P.O. Box 738, Dept. OHJ, Marshalltown, IA 50158; (515) 753-0127. Repointing trowels and tools, masonry equipment.

**Trow & Holden Company**, P.O. Box 475, 45-47 S. Main Street, Dept. OHJ, Barre, VT 05641; (800) 451-4349. Pneumatic chipping tools, stoneworker and masonry tools.

---

**Final Touches**

Once you’ve finished the pointing, you can experiment with finessing. We’ve had success “aging” points by brushing on a solution of cow manure tea after the mortar has cured a little. Leaf mold soaked in water also works. Another trick is to spray the point with spoiled milk. At this stage, some masons wash down the stone with a mild solution of muriatic acid or an acid/detergent product to take off any mortar film. (We just let the weather do it.)

If you get really proficient and ambitious, you may want to try some of the other points common in this area (shown on page 38):

**German Raised Point**: Also called “fishtail,” this point is produced by filling the joint to capacity, then striking the top and bottom with the trowel at a beveled angle to create a ridge in the center. At the intersections of joints, sculpt the mortar to maintain the raised look.

**West Philadelphia Cut Joint**: For this modification of the German Raised Point, you fill the joint, then bevel the top of the mortar and cut the bottom off straight to make a profile rather like a shed roof.

**Ribbon Point**: First make a ribbon tool by cutting a hacksaw blade in half and attaching each piece to either side of a square stick that is the same width as the desired width of the joint. The edges of the blade should extend about \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch beyond the end of the stick. Then overfill the joint.

To repoint horizontal joints, hold the hawk up to the joint (top), cut some mortar off the pile, and pack it in the joint with one movement. Vertical and oddly angled joints (middle) require loading the trowel first, then filling the joint. Smooth mortar so it seals the stone with a regular surface (bottom). Joint width determines the size of the tool. Pointing trowels, caulking trowels, and brick slickers are all popular.
The bat has always been one of our most misunderstood and maligned creatures. Country folks worry about bats carrying rabies, women fear bats tangling in their hair, and if bats find their way into a house, panic tends to set in until they are forcibly removed — usually in a non-living state. This is unfortunate because bats have value to mankind and some are on endangered-species lists. Today, there are better, environmentally acceptable ways to evict and control bats when they become unwanted flying houseguests.

**Bat Biology**

Bats are the only true flying mammals. Contrary to popular opinion, the insect-eating bat is not blind, but it does get its bearings primarily through an echolocation system that uses high-frequency pulses. When you hear a bat squeaking, it is actually vocalizing at the low, audible end of its vocal range. The normal, ultrasonic pulses are used to locate food insects which are usually captured and eaten in flight. Bat Conservation International reports that a single endangered Gray Bat can consume 3,000 insects in an evening, and a single Little Brown Bat might devour 600 mosquitoes in an hour — numbers that go a long way towards keeping flying-insect levels in check.

Scientific studies have shown that bats are not carriers of rabies and are no more immune to the virus than any other animal. In fact, bats seem to have a lower incidence of the aggressive form of the disease and are even less likely to be agents of transmission. Though most of the smaller bats have difficulty piercing human skin, all bats should be dealt with carefully.

Common places where bats can be found include attics, between walls, under porch and roof overhangs, in chimneys, behind shutters (especially on brick buildings), and under roof shingles, slates, or tiles. Bats in buildings are usually not seen and, instead, discovered by the odor of their droppings or the noise of their movements. House-dwelling bats are normally colonial species that like company. House interiors can also provide ideal conditions for bat nurseries, which need to be a fairly warm, constant temperature. Bats roosting on the outside of the building are often bachelor bats of a colonial species or migrating bats. Bats are seldom present in the winter in most areas, as most species migrate south or seek local caves in which to hibernate. The two frequent overwintering species are the Big Brown Bat and the Mexican Free-Tailed Bat.

Problems between bats and humans usually start when they are discovered in or around buildings. Bats that enter the living area of a house can be encouraged to leave by
closing the door (to prevent a chaotic chase through the house), then opening a window and leaving the lights on. If the bat decides to roost, it can be captured by slowly covering it with a thick towel or large can; then, using the towel or can-and-cover to contain the bat, take it outside and release it. Butterfly nets will capture flying bats if the net is swung towards the bat's rear to avoid its sonar — a frontal assault will give it ample warning.

One of the best methods for determining that bats, and not mice or other animals, have taken up residence in a house is to examine droppings by crushing them with a stick. Mouse droppings are usually shiny and hard whereas bat droppings are dry and crumbly. If droppings can't be controlled by placing sheet plastic under the roosting area, or you just can't live in harmony with a few bats, the only safe and effective solution is to evict and exclude them from the structure. Given that the building was attractive to bats to start with, if the resident population is simply removed or killed without taking additional steps, bats will eventually reestablish their colony.

**Repellents and Exclusion Devices**

Watching the building as evening falls is one way to figure out how bats are getting in and out. However, if bats leave only after dark, the building will have to be examined closely for likely exits. Look for gaps under roof overhangs, cracks around windows and doors, spaces between chimney and roof or wall — generally, any opening wider than a quarter-inch or longer than an inch and one-half. Entry points can be confirmed by brown stains from body oils or the presence of scratch marks.

The next step is to seal the holes after all the bats leave. Ideally, this could be done at night when they're feeding, but most homeowners and contractors prefer to work during daylight hours — just the time bats are on their roosts. If you can't wait until fall (or if the bats are known to overwinter), the alternative is to convince the bats to leave by using repellents or to prevent them from returning with exclusion devices. The proper time to evict bats is late summer or early fall to avoid leaving young, flightless animals behind to die in the walls.

Moth crystals or flakes (naphthalene or paradichlorobenzene) are one of the most effective bat repellents, and can be suspended in mesh bags at a rate of five to ten pounds per 2,000 cubic feet of bat-infested area. This approach works well for attics and may convince bats to exit chimneys, too. A somewhat less effective repellent is to completely illuminate an area with 100-watt bulbs (or, better yet, 150-watt spotlights) so there are no dark places. This method may drive out open-roosting Big Brown Bats, but it is not as effective for those species that roost in cracks or between walls. Drafts created by fans or vents can also act as repellents because they make an area unattractive for roosting and raising young.

Ultrasonic devices are often touted as bat repellents, but their usefulness is questionable. Their sound waves do not penetrate walls deeply, making them ineffective for wall-dwelling bats, and they may, in fact, attract some species. Fumigants or toxicants are not recommended for bat control either, for good reasons. As both bats and humans are mammals, air currents in the building can spread toxic substances into living quarters and also poison humans.

Bats can also be evicted without repellents by using various exclusion devices. The simplest and probably most successful is 1/2-inch-mesh polypropylene bird netting, recommended by Dr. Merlin Tuttle in America's...
Neighborhood Bats (see source list below). He advises attaching the netting just above the entrance so that it hangs down at least two feet below the opening. The netting does not prevent bats from leaving (they crawl out from under it), but they cannot find their way back in. When the bats have all left, the netting can be tacked down over the cracks and holes. This technique is especially appropriate for bat populations living between walls where repellents may not work. For Spanish-tile roofs, use of bird netting in conjunction with metal rain gutters (placed so that the top edge of the gutter is even with the bottom edge of the tiles) is recommended. Bats, apparently, dislike crawling on slick metal.

Batproofing

After the bats have been evicted, batproofing all external entrances and exits is called for to prevent recolonization. Cover ventilation louvers not already screened with 1/4-inch hardware cloth. Seal all bat-size cracks by adding new facing, replacing worn shingles and clapboards, or by caulking. Useful caulking materials include foam rubber, weatherstripping, pieces of fiberglass insulation, and cartridge-caulking products. Self-expanding urethane foams that come in pressurized cans often work for sealing larger cracks, and fiberglass insulation alone is a potent deterrent to recolonization. Flash over large gaps near the chimney and seal the joints with roofing cement.

Bats may be excluded from chimneys by capping them after eviction with 1/4-inch hardware cloth or by using commercially available spark arrestors or bird screens. Areas that do not lend themselves to other methods can often be temporarily batproofed by applying dog or cat repellents (which will need to be renewed).

You may be an enlightened individual who would like to have a resident population of bats for insect control, but prefers not to share your living quarters with them. The solution is bat houses, structures without bottoms that function much the same as bird houses. A few bat houses can harbor a small army of dedicated mosquito exterminators willing to work all night for only a place to live.

Information & Supplies

Bat Conservation International, P.O. Box 162603, Dept. OHJ, Austin, TX 78716-2603. This scientific organization promotes bat conservation, research, and education worldwide. A donation of any amount will bring a packet of bat facts and plans for building your own bat house.

National Speleological Society, Cave Avenue, Dept. OHJ, Huntsville, AL 35810. A national organization dedicated to the investigation of caves and cave fauna. Sells books and BCI bat houses.

Coveside Conservation Products, P.O. Box 417, Dept. OHJ, Georgetown, ME 04548; (800) 326-2807. Sells bat habitats.

America's Neighborhood Bats by Dr. Merlin Tuttle. 1988. University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Dept. OHJ, Austin, TX 78713; (800) 252-3206. 96 pages, $9.95 paperback, $19.95 hardcover (include $2 for shipping). Chock full of biology, non-lethal control methods, and nice pictures.

Stats on Bats

Of the over 40 species of bats identified in North America, six are the likeliest to be encountered in old houses. The Little Brown Bat (Myotis lucifugus) is the most common house dweller and is found in all continental U.S. states except Florida. Little Brown Bats have glossy brown or gray fur, and a forearm (wing) bone 1/2 inches in length. The Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus) is found in the entire continental U.S. It has brown fur in various shades and a forearm length of around two inches. Big Brown Bats often roost in open spaces and are easily seen. The Evening Bat (Nycticeius humeralis) ranges from southern Pennsylvania, west to eastern Nebraska, and south to Texas and Florida. It is about the same size as the Little Brown Bat and has dark brown fur and black wings. The Pallid Bat (Antrozous pallidus) is found from western Oklahoma and Texas and northwesterly through California to Washington. It has light-colored fur and big ears and likes to roost on porches. The Mexican Free-Tailed Bat (Tadarida brasiliensis) is found from South Carolina westward through most of the southern U.S. to California. It has short, dark-brown, velvety fur. Colonies of this bat give off a musky odor and often inhabit Spanish-tile roofs. Other species may occasionally occupy buildings, including the Indiana Bat (Myotis sodalis) which closely resembles the Little Brown Bat and is an endangered species protected by Federal Law.

Little Brown Bats, here roosting in a cave, are one of the most abundant species.

The Mexican Free-Tailed Bat in flight.
During the early-20th century, most of America settled cozily into well-equipped modern houses built in Colonial Revival styles that celebrated the English roots of our founding fathers. But out on the nation’s new frontiers — in California, Florida, and the Southwest — where the past was not English at all but Spanish, the term “colonial revival” took on a different meaning and, not surprisingly, an entirely different look. Spanish-influenced buildings had a double charm, for they not only bespoke an important era in American history, they also conjured up romantic images of far-away, long-ago European countries. Perhaps it is not surprising either that no fewer than three of the architectural sub-styles that evolved from this hispanic heritage — Mission, Spanish Colonial Revival, and Mediterranean — spread all across the country in the years between 1900 and World War II.

Despite their foreign ancestry, all of these styles are unmistakably American. The Spanish and Mediterranean (which was Spanish plus Italian plus French) Styles worked surprisingly well for houses of every size, as well as for other building types, from city halls to the hotels, motels, and service stations so necessary to the booming tourist areas in which they were born. It is worth noting that although the Mediterranean styles were a multi-regional phenomenon seen throughout the United States, they only truly flourished in warm climates, particularly California, southern Florida, and the Southwest.

The idea that linked all these styles was the play of sunlight and shadow on thick, stuccoed walls and across tiled roofs. While the wall construction might be of any type of masonry, ranging from brick to cement blocks or hollow tile, or even of wood, the stucco finish was common to nearly every building in every Spanish or Mediterranean Style, lending an impression of solidity. Once in a great while there was a brick example without stucco or, even more rarely, a clapboarded house with a patio. The stucco could be smooth and white as plaster or roughly textured like that of a Spanish farmhouse. Sometimes it was applied in layer upon thin layer until it achieved an undulating effect that suggested annual applications over many generations.

In fact, the yen for picturesque, “antique” effects occasionally led to bizarre decorative practices. In Miami in the 1920s, some builders resorted to spiking their stucco mixtures with mildew spores for instant age, streaking layers of different colored paint on new buildings, and adding artificial painted-on rust to metal hardware.

The exterior colors were mostly sunshine hues and warm earth tones: whites or ochres, pale pinks, yellows, and grays.

Stucco walls, tile roofs, and a small polygonal tower identify this Los Angeles residence as classic Spanish Revival. Irregular massing lends a picturesque effect.
Walls were pierced with as few openings as possible, at least on the street facades, but the openings were deep and dark. Round-arched doorways and windows were often protected by wrought-iron grilles and balconies and were shielded from glare by striped awnings mounted on spear-like struts. Since this was an age as enamored of technology as of history, casement windows of wood or, more often steel, were usual.

Red tile roofs typified all the Spanish and Mediterranean styles. The roofs were usually flat or low pitched, hipped or with very low gables. While barrel or S tiles were standard, shingles were sometimes used. Chimneys, while often present, were not usually prominent.

The popularity of the various sub-styles came about in a fairly orderly sequence. The first and most important of the Spanish styles to be picked up by the revivalists was the Mission Style (sometimes called Mission Revival), based on the small adobe churches built by Spanish priests in California, New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas during the early settlement days. These churches had been fashioned after Spanish designs filtered through the memories of padres with little or no training in architecture, and they were built by Indian workers who had no familiarity with European construction. Yet the structures produced by this unlikely partnership — simple, sometimes crude, irresistibly appropriate to their setting, and often profoundly beautiful — were a powerful architectural presence in the territory. Interest in the missions reawakened in the 1890s, spurred on by influential writers who were bent not just on saving them (Los Angeles Daily Times editor Charles Fletcher Lummis pronounced missions more important than "our oil, our oranges, or even our climate") but also on encouraging the development of a new regional style, the Mission Style.

Faced with the need to house a flood of early-20th-century immigrants from eastern states, California looked to its own Spanish and Indian past for inspiration in designing the new homes. The missions provided an attractive and very adaptable precedent. Like other Americans in the new century, Californians wanted their buildings to be simple (well, relatively simple), but they also wanted them to be Spanish in feeling. Enough of Queen Anne-style "painted ladies" and their Victorian folderol! Fortunately, California by now had plenty of professional architects (mostly, to be sure, transplants from the east) who knew how to use historical examples as a springboard to original designs. In such competent hands, the Mission Style flourished. It was successfully exhibited at a series of public exhibitions from the Columbian Exposition in Chicago to the California Midwinter Fair at San Francisco in 1894, and then was applied to houses, hotels, churches, and virtually every other type of edifice the modern world demanded.

Simplicity was the hallmark of the Mission Style. Thick, white stucco walls were pierced by unframed round-arch openings. Low-pitched tile roofs were ubiquitous. Rooflines frequently ended in shaped or parapeted gables, often decorated with cartouches and quatrefoil windows. Arcades and recessed porches suggested the quiet, shaded walks of Franciscan monasteries. Arches might be supported by simple piers or columns, but often they sprang directly from the base of the walls. Domes and "bell towers" were sometimes used to add picturesque interest. Ornament, when there was any, was frequently cast in terra cotta or concrete and might have a Moorish flavor.

Important Mission Style architects included Willis Polk, who led things off in 1887 by publishing the first known sketch of a Mission Style design; Lester S. Moore of Los
Angeles; A. Page Brown, the best known of the 1890s Mission Style architects; J.P. Kremple; T.W. Parks; E.R. Swain, who designed the Golden Gate Park Lodge, San Francisco, 1896; Arthur Benton, designer of the Mission Inn, Riverside, California, 1890-1901 — still the largest Mission Style building; Charles F. Whittlesey, designer of the Alvarado Hotel, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1901-05, for the Santa Fe and Southern Pacific Railroad.

Like Mission Style buildings, those in the Spanish Colonial Revival style have stucco walls, tile roofs, and arched openings (though perhaps not quite so many arches as in the Mission Revival). But unlike the Mission Style buildings, Spanish Colonial Revival houses could display a dazzling penchant for ornament. Irregular, picturesque building outlines played a vital role in enlivening flat walls. Low round or octagonal towers with low-pitched tile roofs were common, sometimes placed at the intersection of two wings. Applied ornament, particularly the rather flamboyant Churriguersque (Spanish baroque) or Plateresque (16th-century Spanish/Moorish) types were popular on high-style examples. Such ornament was usually, but not always, confined to major doorways or windows. Entrance doors were usually large and high, often double, and made of heavy wood, either carved, paneled, or nail-studded. The fortress-like walls had as few openings as the need for light and air would allow. Windows were not usually symmetrically placed, nor were they uniform in size, even in the same facade. As in other revival-style houses of the period, there was a real effort to integrate indoor and outdoor living areas through the use of French doors and large window expanses, usually at the rear of the house. An exception to the small-window rule is a large, round-arch window frequently placed in the end of a projecting gable-roofed wing. Patios are less typical in this style than in Mission Style, however, whereas
pergolas are very popular. Balconies and decorative rejas, or window grilles, of wrought iron or with turned wooden spindles were common, and the spindles were often painted in lively primary colors. The rejas, probably of little practical use in the suburbs, were usually set just far enough out from the building to allow casements and French doors to open fully.

Besides Goodhue, prominent Spanish Colonial Revival architects practicing in California included George Washington Smith; Carleton M. Winslow; Edgar V. Ullrich; Richard Requa; Roy Sheldon Price, Wallace Neff, Frank Mead, Reginald D. Johnson, Myron Hunt, Elmer Grey, and the firm of Marston, Van Pelt and Maybury. Florida architects who were noted for their Spanish Colonial buildings included Marion Syms Wyeth; Robert L. Weed; Addison Mizner; Kiehnel and Elliott; and Walter C. De Garmo.

From the Spanish Colonial Revival, the design stream led fairly quickly to a Spanish-Italian-American hybrid known in the United States as "Mediterranean" style — although nothing quite like it had ever been seen in any Mediterranean land. "Mediterranean" is an umbrella term that reflects the diverse origins of the European building traditions that inspired the movement: primarily Spanish with Moorish tendencies and Italian, with an occasional touch of the French. Structures that evoked the strongest remembrance of Spain and Mexico were likely to be labeled Spanish Colonial Revival, and the Italian or Tuscan Revival label, probably the least used of the group, was applied to the most formal and symmetrical buildings in the 1920s and 1930s. However, these often appear to modern eyes as less "Italian" or "Spanish" and more generically "Mediterranean." The term "Mediterranean" came gradually to be applied to large, stylish houses (like Mar-a-Lago in Palm Beach and El Jardín in Coconut Grove) that suggest no specific place or country, but reinterpret ideas from all of them. It was a convenient stylistic hook for those who

**THE SPANISH REVIVAL STYLES**

- **Tile roof** — generally with red barrel tiles, and a low slope or flat with tile pent eaves or false gables
- **"French doors" open on wrought-iron balcony.** Casement windows, wood or steel more common than double-hung
- **Low tower, low roof** — here square, octagonal & circular common
- **Decorative plaque** — probably set in niche
- **Stepped arch windows** — indicate stairs inside
- **Arcaded porch** — use of round arches on piers is most customary
- **Front door, 15 square panels in wood typical — frontispiece optional.** Round arch doors also common
- **Stucco walls standard, usually with textured finish**

Mediterranean, Mission, Spanish, Monterey, and Santa Barbara types — despite origins or inspiration from many countries, this product is a thoroughly American development.

warned some formality in design but did not wish to forgo entirely the picturesque or exotic benefits of revivalism. Its thoroughly eclectic approach provided a place for symmetry and classical ornament, although these are far from universal in Mediterranean Style houses.

Roofs, as always, were generally of tile and were low pitched, frequently hipped. The eaves in Mediterranean examples might have shaped brackets that suggested carved rafter ends or projecting ceiling joists, sometimes richly polychromed in reds, blues, and yellows. Facades tended to be more nearly symmetrical, often with regularly spaced windows and doors.

In the Mediterranean countries, and especially in Spain, the patio was the center of the home, so many Mediterranean and Spanish Style houses had patio-like features, though few had true patios (that is, enclosed on all sides by roofed living areas). These sheltered outdoor "rooms," usually enclosed by an arcade, garden wall, or a wing of the house, were extremely useful in a period of shrinking indoor spaces. Recessed porches provided shelter at entrances and gave shadowy relief from the stark wall surfaces.

Pergolas, a favorite motif in Arts and Crafts house designs of the same period, were frequently found, providing broken shade for terraces or porches. In keeping with the general feeling of the period that house and landscape should exist in nearly seamless harmony, there was usually a conscious attempt to provide appropriate plantings in beds and planters, and to make gardens and porches as accessible as possible. The rear of the house was often supplied with expansive windows and French doors opening on gardens and terraces.

The interior finishes and fixtures of the houses aimed to match the style of the exterior, and owners were urged to select compatible furnishings and colors. Tile floors, waxed to suggest age, were considered most appropriate in all the styles, but wide oak boards also were favored. For the budget-conscious, linoleum or composition tile flooring were satisfactory substitutes. Walls were plain, often rough plastered, and tinted or painted in a light or neutral tone. Beamed ceilings of dark weathered-looking wood provided a rare use of wood trim in Spanish houses, and rich, vivid colors — reds, blues, greens, yellows, and golds — were encouraged in fabrics to complement the neutral walls. Ceramic wall tiles in geometric Moorish patterns or figural tiles were popular for wainscots and on fireplace surrounds. Arched openings connected living areas and small wall niches provided a place to display interesting objects. Wrought-iron grilles, stair rails, wall sconces, chandeliers, and hardware were essential parts of the Spanish ambience. Wrought-iron or brass wall sconces and chandeliers and four- or six-sided lanterns of copper or brass provided light, but since the interiors of these houses were intended to suggest a haven from sun-light, they tended to be on the dark side.

Although never as numerous as American Colonial Revival buildings, Spanish and Mediterranean houses defined the regional character of Spanish-settled areas for many years, and their influence is still felt.
We attacked our 1898 Queen Anne in the spring of '83, ready to undo the effects of two-family-ization (illegal, of course) and years of moderate neglect. Did we know what we were in for? We thought we did. But we hadn't yet learned that all old-house projects take three times the money and five times the number of hours you generously estimated, and that in the middle of it all you change your mind about what you really want.

With some vague premonition of events to come, I decided on moving day to keep a journal (only a handful of excerpts fit here), backed up with lots of pictures. As you'll notice, I couldn't resist updating my entries before sharing them with OHJ. The diary proved to be a source of comfort on many discouraging days, and solid proof that we HAVE made progress. So here's a glimpse at old-house living from the ever so comfortable perspective of eight years and two babies later.

June 9, 1983

An already typical day at the Watermans' — Why does it seem like all I do these days is polish doorknobs, change light bulbs, mount curtain rods, and take down old Venetian blinds? For that matter, why is every light bulb either 15 watts, 25 watts, or dead? And is the fact that the toilet handle just broke off in my hand an omen of things to come? (Since this was only our third day in the house, I quickly became Josie the Plumber. Little did I know how many other hats I would wear (in addition to the 40 dress hats I proudly call my own!). The real restoration work had yet to begin.)

July 4, 1983

Treasures found! — I'm having fun cleaning out the floor registers while poor Jack, my husband, is cleaning out the yard in 90-degree weather! Just in the dining room, I've already found an old sterling silver ring with one black stone (one is missing) and five small, round wooden beads. [In the course of time, finding remembrances of things past became one of the most pleasurable aspects of old-house living. The children's toys were the best, from wooden blocks and clay marbles to glass beads and china cups, but the

Yes, the shower bead was taped to the stepladder (below) — but it worked! Inset: a "before" shot of our homestead.
number of still-corked, dark-green beer bottles made us wonder most — about the builders, that is! The true treasures we found included all the parts to the original cast-iron, two-way spring hinge for the pantry door (removed for unknown reasons and distributed throughout basement debris), and a slab of marble that became a seat in the new third-floor shower.)

July 21, 1983 Dead mouse in ceiling and other fun surprises — Today, I cleaned more copper doorknobs. Jack took down the French doors and planed them so they’d clear the hump in the foyer floor. Removing a couple of ceiling panels in the dining room, he found a trap with an ancient (dead) mouse, and no ceiling above — only broken lath and pipes! Did we really pay $80K for this place?!

August 10, 1983 World War II newspaper “insulation” — While Jack was repairing the garage doors (three panels that are supposed to slide sideways on a cast-iron track...), I removed all the “insulation” from the basement pipes. It consisted of old newspapers dated March and April 1942, with a few pages from December 1942. I took a break to read about the progress of the war, General MacArthur, rubber recycling, black-outs, painted-on nylon stockings, war stamps, debutantes, shoes for $4.49, and child star Roddy McDowall.

September 3, 1983 Choosing exterior house-paint colors, Part I — Finally selected house colors: Taupe stain for cedar shingles with Monterey White, Georgia Brick, and Charcoal for the trim. We painted the garage doors Brick and White on the outside; the interior will be stained clear. (Actually, this is as far as these colors went. By Spring of next year, we decided we still liked the main color, but the trim choices were too dull. Two years later we tested a trim scheme (which also didn’t last) on some of the porch fascia, but the garage doors stayed Brick for another six years. Our neighbors must have really wondered why we couldn’t make up our minds.)

September 6, 1983 A visit from a former occupant — On a whim, Jack decided to call every “Clinton” in the West Suburban phone book (after we had gotten all the previous owners’ names through the local historical society). On the third try, he reached Ella Clinton, sister of Edward F. Clinton, who owned the house from 1945 to 1959. Ella told us that Mr. Clinton’s daughters are named Barbara Brennen and Kathleen Rochefor, and that Barbara lives in Quincy and Kay is also nearby. We called Barbara, and she’s scheduled to visit us on Sept. 24th. On the telephone, she told us that her father put a potbellied stove in the basement so they could play cribbage down there (where he also smoked his pipe). Must make up a list of questions. [We had a wonderful visit. Among the facts that Barbara shared: There used to be a mantel in the living room, which matched the one in the dining room except in one respect: It surrounded a bookcase, not a fireplace. Barbara also noted that there were sliding glass doors on the shelves in the butler’s pantry (long gone — sigh), and a sink in the second-floor bedroom that became the illegal kitchen. The family rented out that room, as well as the entire basement (which still has a pull-chain toilet and charming cold-water tap). During WWII, workers at the local armaments factory desperately needed such places to live.]

September 7, 1983 The Midnight Paint Brigade — The draperies (my self-indulgence) came for the living room and dining room. When we put them up, they looked terrific, but the institutional green walls were too much. We ran out to the hardware store and bought paint, rollers, a tray, and brushes. Jack spackled while I washed down the walls, then we started priming. Worked till midnight! [Wow, in those days I thought that was late! Eventually, 3:00 AM became an early night, often not begun until our never-say-sleep baby settled down at eleven.

From the beginning, we promised ourselves a small island of serenity — the living and dining rooms — in the midst of everything else. As more and more years went by, this turned out to be a very wise plan. Although both rooms needed new ceilings and complete rewiring, we were able to entertain friends even when the only electricity came via an extension cord through the ceiling from the second floor. Parties were a great excuse to clean everything up, relax for a week, and convince everyone that we were making progress.]
from a house in the Cliff Estates of Wellesley. Doug's crew was working there renovating bathrooms, and the owner was throwing the cabinet away! Doug also found a towel bar of one-inch diameter glass with huge brass ends (I had to take off three layers of paint to learn that!). [Recycling became almost a game, it was so much fun. Among items we eventually brought into the house were leaded-glass windows for the kitchen, a turn-of-the-century sink with chrome winged handles, and French doors. Parts from three banded-up banded fixtures were combined to fashion two almost-matched bathroom lights, and half of the no-longer-needed column from the old rear stoop now serves as the pedestal for our breakfast bar.]

**November 23, 1984**

The Catch-22 of installing vinyl flooring — Well, I'm not doing too badly — only two months since my last entry. Doug moved upstairs about six weeks ago, as soon as the bathroom was usable. However, for a while it was “Catch-22” as to whether we could lay the new floor. The plumbers had worked on the furnace system earlier, and though we were freezing, we weren't sure it was safe to turn on the heat. BUT the plumbers wouldn't return to finish the bathroom radiator until the floor was laid. BUT, according to the experts, it was too cold to lay the floor. We rented a small heater, and laid our electric blanket on the 8x10 piece of Solarian. Then we got really daring and decided to try bleeding the radiator ourselves, a task that proved to be so simple. [Prior to this, I couldn't have told you the difference between a radiator key and a skate key. But being cold was a great incentive to learn.]

**February 16, 1985**

Diamond windows — what a panel! — From late November to the end of January, Jack and I scraped and repainted the third-floor diamond-pane windows. At seventeen panes per window, it took nine hours to repaint one. Thank heavens there are only three in the whole house, because I never want to glaze a non-90-degree corner again.

**April 15, 1985**

Renovating humor keeps you going — Comment by Jack, serving dinner: “I have prepared a seat for you by the window. If that’s not to your liking, I'll have the window removed.” [And he would have, too. On a bad day, that is. Jack developed a habit of knocking on walls, saying, “Doesn’t sound load-bearing to me,” and taking a whack with a crowbar.]

**June 12, 1985**

Aftermath of a poor plasterer — We hired a plasterer for the third-floor bath and hall, as well as the second-floor archway we uncovered. He could handle the large smooth walls, but was unbelievably sloppy around all receptacle boxes. The bathroom was such a disaster, it took three hours on hands and knees to extract the mess from the grooves in the linoleum floor. Silly me, to expect he would use a drop-cloth! [For a while it seemed as though every time we closed the door on a contractor, we said, “We'll never hire a (blank) again. Surely we can do better!” We certainly did do our share. Besides the inevitable strip-
Just had to rip and tear and create several more yards for another winter, we damaged our minds pouring a concrete portico fixture where previously there were Salmon Pink. Our neighbors can finally rest easy. [13x105]lfwon!}

Paint colors, Part II — We didn’t do much on the house this month, as we are both taking night classes. However, Jack took two weeks “vacation” and used the heat gun to strip paint off the front-porch trim and bay window. He then painted with our finally chosen color scheme: light-tan stain, medium-tan trim, dark-green highlights, and deep-red accents. [Except, of course, that after living with those colors for another winter, we changed our minds again. Mind you, we still didn’t know what we wanted. We just knew what we didn’t want … one more time.]

Paint colors, Part III — Once again, we’re changing paint colors: The taupe body will remain, but now we’re going for shades of Blue-Green, Light Taupe, and possibly the Brick that’s still on the garage doors. [Well, the Brick finally went for good, but the house trim IS now painted — for real, for good — in New London Blue, Salem Green, and Philadelphia Cream, with new dentil moldings a surprisingly perfect Salmon Pink. Our neighbors can finally rest easy.]
Whitewash has always been the apple pie of exterior finishes — a simple, pleasing, good-value-for-the-money coating appreciated by both rich and poor. Like apple pie, too, whitewash can be storebought, but the best mixes have traditionally been made from scratch as needed and according to taste.

Whitewash is a water-based lime paint — liquid plaster in many respects — and lime is the principal ingredient. Quicklime, with its long slaking (soaking) period was once the only lime for whitewash. Since the invention of hydrated limes, whitewash is made with virtually any of these modern substitutes.

The list of other possible components is long. Most are binders, mixed in to add durability and chalking resistance to the basic lime-and-water combination. Salt is the across-the-board favorite, but glue, sugar, flour, starch, varnish, skim milk, whitewashing, and brown sugar have popped up in the past. Indigo and laundry bluing are popular still, to counteract yellowing and add brightness.

Recipes for whitewash abound. Here's a basic formula from the 1930s, which is good for general woodwork:

**Salt, 15 lbs. OR Calcium chloride (dry), 5 lbs.**

**Lime paste, 8 gals.**

Dissolve salt or calcium chloride in about 5 gallons of water, then add to lime paste, mixing thoroughly.

(Lime paste: Soak 50 lbs. of hydrated lime in 6 gals. of water.) Thin, if necessary, with fresh water. The calcium chloride version is less likely to chalk.

Whitewash also has a history of being tinted for colored effects. The watchword for pigments is that they have to be limefast and insoluble in water. In the 19th century, brick dust, charcoal dust, and yellow ochre were all popular. Today, any mason's dry pigments usually work.

The interiors of stables and dairy barns regularly got whitewashed for the health of the animals. Fruit-tree trunks are still whitewashed as a barrier to ground-dwelling insects and frost. Spraying the tops of railroad cars was a method to detect coal thievery. In the 1800s, the U.S. government even adopted their own "lighthouse whitewash" mixture for painting these structures.

A recipe that works best on surfaces other than wood:

**White portland cement, 25 lbs.**

**Hydrated lime, 25 lbs.**

Elmer's Glue (white casein glue)

Combine cement and lime together in dry form, then add about 8 gals. of water. Mix thoroughly, adding a dollop of glue per working batch. The result should be a thick slurry.

Wetting the prepared surface first helps the new whitewash coat dry gradually and reduces chalking.

Painting with whitewash is not an elaborate procedure, but you must follow some guidelines. Old whitewash scale, dirt, and other loose material should be brushed or scraped off first, and defects filled. If complete removal of a previous coat is necessary, washing with a solution of vinegar or dilute hydrochloric acid speeds the work.

**SUPPLIERS**

Janovic/Plaza, Inc.
30-35 Thomson Ave., Dept. OHJ
Long Is. City, NY 11101
(718) 786-4444
Whitewash brushes, limefast pigments

Johnson Paint Company
355 Newbury St., Dept. OHJ
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 536-4838
Martin Senour brand simulated whitewash

Which is further diluted and mixed until the consistency of heavy cream is achieved. Don’t mix more than you can use in a few hours.

In decades past, a frequent practice for better adhesion was to paint the whitewash on hot. Sometimes this was done by preparing the wash with boiling water, but usually heat was the welcome byproduct of the chemical reaction of quicklime and water.

**OLD-HOUSE MECHANIC**
Traditional & Contemporary
Wooden Windows & Doors

- Authentic Historic Reproductions
- One Inch Mullion With Insulating Glass In Virtually Any Shape
- Weight And Pulley Counter Balance Systems

ANTIQUE PLUMBING SUPPLIES FOR THE ENTIRE HOME

Mac The Antique Plumber carries the best and largest selection of antique plumbing supplies in the world... and other places, too! Our catalog features over forty pages of plumbing supplies including tub shower enclosures, high and low tank toilets, sinks, and a variety of bathroom accessories; seven pages of lighting fixtures; nine pages of hardware; and, eight pages of garden decorations. In all, over 1200 different products are featured in our full-color 72 page catalog.

Forget the rest, we're the best.

We will match or beat any advertised price, guaranteed.

MAC=ANTIQUE PLUMBER=

885 57th Street, #OH| Sacramento, CA 95819
(916) 454-4507
Catalog $6 (Refundable on first order)

Restoration Glass will change your view of history.

Why are architects specifying authentic Restoration Glass? Because it's imperfect. Each sheet is made by craftsmen, using the original cylinder method. Yet this glass easily meets today's building codes. And it's available in two levels of distortion. Once you've seen the difference Restoration Glass makes, no true restoration will look authentic without it.

For details call toll-free 800-221-7379.
In New Jersey: 201-471-1733.
Fax: 201-471-3475.
S.A. Bendheim Co., Inc.
61 Willett Street
Passaic, NJ 07055.

W•O•O•D•S•T•O•N•E

For brochure: Please send $3.00 for shipping and handling
DEPT OH, BOX 223, WESTMINSTER • VERMONT 05158
(802) 722-9217 • FAX (802) 722-9528

Bendheim

Quality Interior & Exterior
Wood Products Including:
Corner Brackets Cornices
Gable Trim Spandrels
Running Trim Porch Accessories

Build with EMPIRE - Build with The Best
612-988-7520

S.A. Bendheim

Empire Woodwork P.O. Box 487 Dept. I Johnson City, TX 78557

OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL
GOOD BOOKS

The Architect and the American Country House 1890-1940 by Mark Alan Hewitt. Pub.: Yale University Press (see above); 1990, 312 pages with 250 black-&-white and 200 color plates. $55.

What is an "American country house"? All three authors do agree on what it isn't: simply a house in the country, i.e., a farmhouse, a vernacular rural house. Beyond that, there is no consensus on exactly what defines the American country house, and in order to get a complete, comprehensive perspective you might want to read all three books. But if you can't afford that option, you should still enjoy any one of these recent publications.

Roger Moss, director of the Philadelphia Athenaeum and past contributor to Old-House Journal, offers several models for the country house in his book. The earliest were the (primarily) 18th-century estates of the wealthy plantation class. These family seats, such as Drayton Hall, a Palladian treasure outside of Charleston, were symbols of wealth and power derived from private agricultural empires established from Maryland to Georgia. A second phase of country houses commences with the appearance of "villas," often in the Classical styles, the seasonal houses of wealthy merchants generally built one-day's journey from America's prospering cities.

The "romantic" villa, espoused by the likes of AJ. Downing, represents the next evolution. These houses of the 1840s-on were designed in a variety of picturesque styles, and were often sited amidst idyllic gardens. The last phase highlighted are the often pretentious "set-pieces" of the late 1800s, such as Richard Morris Hunt's "Marble House," built for super-rich industrialists and financiers. Moss' The American Country House has an easy-to-read narrative and lavish color photos that show off his subjects at their mouth-watering best. Many contemporary interior photos of country houses from Georgian through early-20th-century Mediterranean styles should provide plenty of information and inspiration for old-house lovers in search of authentic period decor.

Whereas Moss examines country houses as far back as the early 1700s, Clive Aslet's book by the same name concentrates on the period from 1865 to 1940, considered by many to be the golden era of American country houses. Aslet, an Englishman, is deputy editor of Country Life. It is not surprising therefore that he compares English and American country houses, finding a desire by wealthy Americans to imitate the country life of European aristocracy. But in some of the most interesting chapters, Aslet explores the uniqueness, or "American-ness," of our country houses: the latest in conveniences, comfort, and practicality. The American rich may have wished to "play" at farming and the rural life, but their homes featured the latest in bathrooms, laundries, electrification, bowling alleys, heated swimming pools, and so on.

Aslet's text is probably the most readable and lively for a general audience. He is particularly adept at portraying the leisurely social life revolving around these country estates, detailing seaons to the "sporting life," the gentleman farmer (and the outbuildings necessary for this hobby), and the integration of a new invention — the automobile — into the estate complex. Chapters are devoted to the country houses of California, Florida, the Berkshires, the Adirondacks, the Hudson River Valley, and Philadelphia's Main Line. Illustrations are ample; many are historic views or taken from period magazines.

Hewitt's book is the most narrowly focussed, concentrating on the 50-year period from 1890 to 1940. It is also the most academic and analytical of the three: This book doesn't invite casual perusal, but it will be invaluable for serious readers.

Hewitt is a practicing architect, and as the title The Architect and the American Country House suggests, his point of view is how the architects of these great country houses...

Casa Grande (above) is the cathedral-like focal point of William Randolph Hearst's California estate, San Simeon.
thought and worked. What was their relationship with their patrons? What were the economic and social factors that spawned the creation of so many country houses during this era? What were the architectural theories and building technologies that went into their design? These are some of the questions that Hewitt adroitly addresses and answers.

Hewitt discerns three ideals for the country house: the stately, or aristocratic, model as espoused by Edith Wharton and others during the 1890s (example: the Vanderbilt House in Hyde Park, N.Y.), the country, or “pastoral genteel,” model that was part of the House and Garden movement of the first two decades of the 20th century (example: the House in the Woods by Howard Van Doren Shaw in Lake Geneva, Wisc.); and the regional, or indigenous, traditions of the 1920s and ’30s, such as the Spanish-influenced houses of California, ranches and adobes of the Southwest, or the ante-bellum revivals of the Old South.

The Architect and the American Country House, like the others, is gorgeously illustrated, with emphasis on architectural plans and rendering. A useful Architects’ Biographies section profiles many such deserving but not-yet widely-known personalities as Charles Platt, George Washington Smith, and Wilson Eyre.

—J. Randall Cotton

1920s country houses in Philadelphia’s Chestnut Hill.

OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL
Mail-order plans have a long history in shaping the residential architecture of the country. Of the thousands of house plans available today, few exhibit good design and a grasp of historical proportion and detail. So, in response to requests from OHJ readers, the editors have "done the homework": We've hand-picked plans. In each issue, we offer the most attractive, authentic, and buildable of the historical designs, from all periods of American architectural history. Let us know what plans you're looking for.

You can order actual blueprints for all the houses featured. Plans conform to national building-code standards — however, modifications are usually necessary for your site and local requirements, so you'll probably need the assistance of a professional designer (your builder may qualify) or an architect.

Other notes: (1) Plans are copyrighted, and they are printed for you when you order. Therefore, they are not refundable. If you order additional sets of the same plan within 30 days of your original order, you can purchase them for $15 each. (2) Mirror-reverse plans are useful when the house would fit the site better "flopped." For this you need one set of mirror-reverse plans for the contractor; but because the reverse plans have backwards lettering and dimensions, all other sets should be ordered right-reading. (3) Heating and air-conditioning layouts are not included. You need a local mechanical contractor to size and locate the proper unit for your specific conditions of climate and site.

For the houses shown in this issue, blueprints include:

- **Foundation plan** for basement or crawlspace. (Crawlspace plans can easily be adapted for full basements by your builder.)
- **Detailed floor plans** showing all dimensions for framing, plus detailed layout and location of electrical and plumbing components.
- **Interior elevations** are included in some plans, showing interior views of kitchen, bath, fireplace, built-ins, and cabinet designs.
- **A window and door schedule.**
- **Building cross sections:** cornice, fireplace, and cabinet sections when needed to help your builder understand major interior details.

- **Framing diagrams** that show layouts of framing pieces and their locations for roof, first and second floors.
- **Energy-saving specs,** including vapor barriers, insulated sheathing, caulking and foam-sealant areas, batt insulation, and attic exhaust ventilators.

Why order multiple sets? If you're serious about building, you'll need a set each for the general contractor, mortgage lender, electrician, plumber, heating/ventilating contractor, building permit department, other township use or interior designer, and one for yourself. Ordering the 8-set plan saves money and additional shipping charges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLEASE SEND THE FOLLOWING:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLAN NAME ___________________ PLAN # __________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1 □ ONE COMPLETE SET OF WORKING DRAWINGS .................. $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 □ FIVE SET PACKAGE ............... $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 □ EIGHT SET PACKAGE ............ $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 ADDITIONAL SETS OF WORKING DRAWINGS @ $15 each ........ $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 □ PLEASE INCLUDE ONE ADDITIONAL SET OF MIRROR REVERSE @ $25 .... $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD POSTAGE AND HANDLING .................. $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL $ ______________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ CHECK ENCLOSED □ VISA □ MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARD NO. .................................. EXP. DATE ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNATURE OF CARD HOLDER .................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYTIME PHONE # ..................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Architectural Caricatures
Pen and ink originals
Capture a memory, forever.

Architectural Sheet Metal Ornaments
Now available from the W.F. Norman Corporation, makers of Hi-Art® Steel Ceilings - a complete, 94-year-old line of architectural sheet metal ornamentation including:
- moldings
- balusters
- finials
- marquee
- crestings
- lion heads
- brackets
- urns
- scrolls
- enrichments
- garlands
- conductor heads
- corbels
- capitals
- leaves
- glass pendant
- panel
- and fittings
- rosettes
- festoons
- friezes
- frames
- ornaments

Over 1000 catalog items available in zinc or copper. Custom reproduction inquiries invited.

W.F. NORMAN CORP.
Complete catalog $2.50 P.O. Box 323 Nevada, MO 64771 800-641-4638

Elegance You Can Afford
FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
DIRECT FROM KING'S,
THE DESIGNERS AND MAKERS.
$3.50 for 96 pg. Illustrated catalog of our ALL-crystal chandeliers; our genuine SWAROVSKY STRASS; our handsome, hand-polished brass and crystal wired Victorian gas reproductions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY
PO Box 667 Dept OH-791 Eden NC 27288 • 919/623-6188

If You Love Old Houses
We have the house plans you've been looking for! Our beautiful portfolios unite yesterday's exteriors with today's floor plans. Working blueprints are available.

VICTORIAN and FARMHOUSES contains 48 authentic designs ............. $16.00
LOUISIANA COLLECTION has 48 raised cottages and plantation homes ................. $16.00
CLASSIC COTTAGES contains a variety of 48 designs under 2000 square feet ........... $16.00
COLONIAL HERITAGE features 48 Georgian and Federal designs ............. $16.00

Any two portfolios.................. $28.00
Any three portfolios ................. $40.00
All four portfolios................ $48.00

Historical Replications
P.O. Box 13529, Dept. OH71
Jackson, MS 32306
1-800-446-5628 • In MS (601) 981-8743

CUSTOM ARCHITECTURAL MILLWORK
ALL TYPES OF WOOD CUSTOM DESIGNS
CABINETRY
Libraries, Wardrobes, Curios
PANELING
Wainscot, Fireplace Surrounds, Mantles, Paneled Walls
DOORS
Entries, Through Tension and Pegged, Curved Top
TURNINGS
Newels, Spindles, Hand Rail, Porch Posts, Brackets
CARVING
All Types

Wilson & McCracken, Inc.
5295 Butler Street Pittsburgh, PA 15201
(412) 784-1772

J. R. Burrows & Company
Nottingham Lace Curtains
Artistic Wallpapers
William Morris Carpets
Custom Period Carpet Reproductions
Send $5.00 for literature
P.O. Box 1739, Jamaica Plain
Boston, Massachusetts 02130
617/524-1795

Historical-Design Merchants
The hipped roof with cross gables, wrap-around porch, and prominent "witch's cap" tower are classic characteristics of the Queen Anne style. This plan incorporates these features as well as details such as finials and a sunburst over the second-storey window. The well planned first floor was designed for entertaining, with its spacious country kitchen accessible to both the parlor and dining room. Upstairs, the master bedroom is adjacent to an elegant sitting area. This plan package also includes drawings for a matching two-car garage.

**SQUARE FOOTAGE**  
FIRST FLOOR 871  
SECOND FLOOR 821  
CEILING HEIGHT  
FIRST FLOOR 9  
SECOND FLOOR 9  
OVERALL DIMENSIONS  
WIDTH 36  
DEPTH 30

Plan V-01A-HH  
Cost: $150  
$250 (set of 5)  
$350 (set of 8)
HOMESAVER™
CHIMNEY LINERS
FOR RESTORING GREAT OLD CHIMNEYS ON GREAT OLD HOMES
Lifetime warranty. UL-Listed. Call or write for a FREE brochure and the name of an installer/dealer in your area. 1-800-437-6685, ext. 500; 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Central Time, Monday through Friday.
HomeSaver Chimney Liners, P.O. Box 664, Fairfield, IA 52556

SERVING THE BUILDING INDUSTRY SINCE 1929
hand operated
commercial & residential

grand era
REPRODUCTIONS
Victorian Double Porch Swing
Solid hardwood construction, includes chain, all hardware, floral pattern seat cushion with choice of marine or wodgewood blue background. Ready to hang, comes natural or prime coated. Catalogue $2.00 - Refundable with order.

old fashion things
Plumbing Supply
“Slipper” Clawfoot Tub
Bath Faucets
Plumbing Accessories
The Unusual in Plumbing Fixtures
Showroom Hours: Tues.-Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
402 S.W. Crampine Drive, Lafayette, Louisiana 70501
Color Catalog: $5,00 For Info: 1-318-234-4800
To Order: 1-800-BATH WORLD

vincent whitney company
MANUFACTURERS • SASH HARDWARE • DUMBWAITERS
60 Liberty Ship Way/P.O. Box 335
Sausalito, CA 94965/(415) 332-3260
(800) 332-3286 FAX (415) 332-0816

largest selection of antique american oak
and victorian furniture in new england
Current inventory on video tape $25,
413-527-1022

Stabilize / Repair
Decayed Wood with
EPOXY
Developed for Historic Structures

sills / sash
replacings
cornices
balustrades
rafters / vigas
porches / steps
beams / posts
columns
plates / sills / studs
flooring

Save Time • Save Money • Save Historic Fabric
Free Product Information
Conservation Services
8 LAKESIDE TRAIL, KINNELLON, NJ 07405 (201) 838-6412
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Carriage Barn

This carriage barn with its Gothic Revival front gable and decorative eaves is a building type seen with many late-19th-century homes, particularly in towns. The barn is well adapted for use as a two-car garage and incorporates a 6' x 22' storage area at either side of the car bays plus the upstairs loft. The plan includes details for doors, trim, and gingerbread work.

Children's Playhouse

Adults aren't the only ones who love Victorian houses! This Carpenter Gothic-style playhouse will be a neighborhood favorite with the children. After they have grown, it will make a useful tool/garden shed.

Plan G-03A-CD

Cost: $50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SQUARE FOOTAGE</th>
<th>660</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OVERALL DIMENSIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIDTH</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPTH</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIGHT TO RIDGE</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plan G-04A-CD

Cost: $25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SQUARE FOOTAGE</th>
<th>80</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OVERALL DIMENSIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIDTH</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPTH</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIGHT</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Handmade tile and fireplaces imported from England. Tiles have lovely, intricate designs and numerous colors. Fireplaces are cast iron inserts for masonry or ZC applications. Burn wood, coal or gas. Call for free color catalog(s!).

Fourth Bay
10500 Industrial Drive
Garrettsville, OH 44231
800-321-9614 / (216)527-4343
FAX: (216)527-4346

Old-Fashioned Cut Nails. The Tremont Nail Co. makes 20 varieties of cut nails using the old patterns, including rosehead, oval bung, and wrought-head. Sample kit containing one of each of the 20 patterns, a history of nails in America, and a price list is $4.99 ppd.

Tremont Nail Co., Dept. OH71, 8 Elm Street, Box 111, Wareham, MA 02571

Baldwin
Lexington Design mortise lock handleset with knob and oval plate trim inside - polished brass $195.00 prepaid in U.S.A. Miss. residents add 6% tax. Visa & Mastercard accepted Call toll-free 800-821-2750 in Miss. call 800-321-8107 Ask for the Hardware Department

Addison Hardware Co.
126 E. Amite St., PO Box 102, Jackson, MS 39205

Bat House
"Bat Condominium" houses 30 to 50 bats, each eating thousands of mosquitoes a day. Safe to humans and environment. Provides habitat for endangered species as well. Constructed to last. Instructions, bat info. included. Portion of proceeds to Bat Conservation Int. Dealer inquiries welcome.
FREE CATALOG of Bat and Bird Habitats, Feeders
Coveide Conservation Products
P.O. Box 4170
Georgetown, ME 04548
1-800-326-2807 Visa/MC

The Brickyard
P.O. Box A
Harrisonville, MO 64701

Build With Pieces of History
Now available in very limited quantities-Antique 19th century used clinker bricks. Excavated from old brick manufacturers. These are gone there won't be any more. Write for free literature or send $10.00 for price list, color photos and sample brick. Also available - wire cut solid brick.

Bat House
"Bat Condominium" houses 30 to 50 bats, each eating thousands of mosquitoes a day. Safe to humans and environment. Provides habitat for endangered species as well. Constructed to last. Instructions, bat info. included. Portion of proceeds to Bat Conservation Int. Dealer inquiries welcome.
FREE CATALOG of Bat and Bird Habitats, Feeders
Coveide Conservation Products
P.O. Box 4170
Georgetown, ME 04548
1-800-326-2807 Visa/MC

MacQuarrie & Niccum Coppersmiths
Hand Crafted Weather Vanes
Lights Custom Designs W+L+E
P.O. Box A
Somersville, CT 06072
(203) 749-2774 (413) 566-8559
Illustrated Brochure $3.00

Nucleus Tool Set
This matched selection of essential construction/renovation hand tools will help you complete projects without delays and compromises caused by inadequate equipment. Each item represents the best available from established manufacturers such as Stanley, Ridgid, Visé-Grip, and Cooper Tools. The Nucleus Tool Set ends disruptive hauling and gathering and provides the foundation for any serious tool inventory. Send for descriptive catalog.

DURABLE GOODS - Products of Integrity -
P.O. Box 390225 - B
Cambridge, MA. 02139 - 0225

Custom Turning Service
...where things always turn your way!
we turn:
Porch & Stairway
- balusters
- newels
- spandrels
- finials
&
Furniture Parts
FREE BROCHURE FREE QUOTES
National Decks, Inc.
6037 McHenry Valley
Almond, NY 14804
1-800-437-8876
607-587-9558
FAX 607-587-9398
RESTORATION PRODUCTS

For the Birds
Hughes & Wentworth handcrafts stately birdhouses and dovecotes that are based on historic architectural styles. The hexagonally-shaped "Carlsmith House" (shown below) is a reproduction of a dovecote design popular in Victorian England. Suited for a tall post, the birdhouse is 34" wide by 38" high and has a shingled palla- dian roof. Its large entrance holes are sized for purple martins, swallows, and wrens. Equally charming is the "Supper Station" which has four open-sided entrances, a copper roof, and roof ornament.

All of the birdhouses are constructed of white pine or cedar. The nesting cavities are unpainted and therefore non-toxic. The "Carlsmith House" costs $995; the "Supper Station" is $225. For information, contact Hughes & Wentworth, Main St., P.O. Box 35, Dept. OHJ, Francestown, NH 03043; (603) 547-3633.

Garden Houses
Adapted from architectural styles of the 17th and 18th centuries, Stickney's garden houses are built with attention to detail. The Full Triangular Pediment garden house (shown below) has a built-in seat and open lattice work. The garden houses are built in modules and arrive with two coats of white primer. The Full Triangular Pediment garden house costs $6,995. Stickney's Garden Houses and Follies, One Thompson Square, P.O. Box 34, Dept. OHJ, Boston, MA 02129; (617) 242-1711.

Heirloom Seeds
Once we heard about the Flower and Herb Exchange, we had to let you know about them. In an effort to preserve and share plant species, this unique, non-profit organization offers heirloom seeds that are unusual or unavailable commercially. The Exchange consists of listed members who have heirloom seeds, and non-listed members who are interested in obtaining seeds. The 1991 catalog has over 1000 listings of many species. Those seeking a lost heirloom seed can use the Plant Search section to help locate a source. After the initial $5 membership fee, a seed exchange costs $.50 for listed members and $1 for non-listed members. The Flower and Herb Exchange, R.R. 3, Box 239, Dept. OHJ, Decorah, IA 52101; (319) 382-5990.

Finding garden seats is easy among the Victorian wirework from R. & A. Rayment. Many of Rayment's designs are reproductions of Victorian originals, like the intricate French Canopy Seat. Whether it is placed indoors or outdoors, the 35" x 52" Victorian Long Planter (shown below) is an attractive way to display plants, and is handpainted in black, white, or forest green. The French Canopy Seat and the Victorian Long Planter cost $6,373 and $836 respectively. For more information contact Seahorse Trading Company, P.O. Box 677, Dept. OHJ, Berryville, VA 22611; (703) 955-1677.

This handpainted Victorian wirework is made from galvanized iron.
We've Got Old Glory in Every Issue

Well, maybe not literally. What you will find in every copy of AMERICANA are these kinds of old glory—grand historic homes and sites, like Old Hickory's House in Tennessee and Ellis Island in New York; places to visit, like Louisiana's Avery Island, home of Tabasco sauce, and a gold-rush hotel in the Nevada hills; exceptional antiques and folk art, like a century-old weathervane or a fine Tiffany lamp; craftsmen, like the talented potters of North Carolina and the meticulous Native American weavers of the Southwest; curious collectibles, like compacts, robots, and snowdomes. And we've been doing it for almost 20 years.

Our stories are chock-full of timely tips too—we'll tell you when to head out to San Antonio for Fiesta and where to stay, what the current market prices and trends in vintage bottles and Victorian silver are, when Hot Springs will open its famed bathhouses once again—plus exhibit listings, book reviews, how-to advice, old-fashioned recipes, and even tips for planting a historic garden.

See for yourself how the splendid old glories of America's past unfurl today!

Please send my free copy of AMERICANA and enter my subscription

I pay a special price of $15.97 for 5 additional issues (a total of 6 issues).

Payment enclosed Please bill me

Name
please print

Address

City/State/Zip

Mail this coupon to AMERICANA MAGAZINE, Subscription Office, P.O. Box 1950, Marion, Ohio 43306-2050.

For faster service call us toll-free at: 1-800-347-6969.

Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for mailing of first issue. New subscribers only. Regular subscription value for 6 issues is $17.70.
Twenties-Style Tiles
Deer Creek Pottery reproduces 1920s- and '30s-style tiles, appropriate for post-Victorian houses, from original molds designed by noted architect Julia Morgan. The cloisonne tiles in the Julia Morgan Collection (shown below) reflect many decorative influences: Art Deco, Moorish, Spanish, and Victorian. The collection includes several murals, individual images in various styles, and interlocking modular patterns. Available in a full range of colors, the collection is hand-painted. Deer Creek offers 30 original patterns as well as a line of tiles inspired by the collection. Tiles cost $20 to $30 per linear foot depending upon the pattern. For a list of distributors, contact Deer Creek Pottery, 305 Richardson St., Dept. OHJ, Grass Valley, CA 95945; (916) 272-3373.

Some Julia Morgan tiles were designed for the Hearst Castle in California.

You Asked For It!

A Radiant Source
“Where can I find replacement parts for my gas radiant heater?” is an often-asked reader question. A great source for radiant heater parts is Andy's Hardware, which carries over 1000 types of gas radiants. Since Andy's bought out the stock from closing manufacturers, all of the radiants are original and are made of fireclay. Single radiants come in 12-pack cartons; double radiants are packed six to a carton. Smaller amounts can be packaged as well. The radiants, available in white or assorted colors, cost from $5 to $25. Andy's Hardware, 1154 West 9th St., Dept. OHJ, Lorain, OH 44052; (216) 244-1535.

Wolverine's vinyl beaded soffit looks like 19th-century bead-board.

Beaded Vinyl
A lot of folks have asked for more information about the “vinyl bead-board siding” mentioned in the September/October 1990 issue. Wolverine Technologies produces a vinyl beaded soffit product as part of its Restoration Collection. The vinyl beaded soffit is a low-gloss exterior siding that’s designed to be compatible with older homes. Though a substitute material, the product is an acceptable look-alike for wood bead-board and may have applications for high-moisture areas. Depending upon the style, the vinyl beaded soffit costs $81 to $86 per 100 sq.ft. For information, contact Wolverine Technologies, 17199 Laurel Park Drive North, Dept. OHJ, Livonia, MI 48152-2679; (313) 953-1100.

Garlands Galore
If requests are any indication, Colonial Revival garlands are an often-sought item these days. Using turn-of-the-century machinery, the W.F. Norman Company makes pressed-metal garland that is suitable for exteriors in 40 sizes and styles. They also offer many other pressed-metal exterior products, like roof shingles, crockets, and conductor heads. One of W.F. Norman’s more unusual items is the pressed-metal siding made to simulate stone or brick. Three patterns are offered:

pitch-face stone, rock-face brick, and press brick. Most interior products can also be ordered galvanized, such as “tin” ceilings for use on porches. The garland ranges in price from $8 to $140 and the pressed-metal siding costs $2.10 per sq.ft. For further information, contact W.F. Norman Corporation, P.O. Box 323, Dept. OHJ, Nevada, MO 64772-0323; (800) 641-4038.

This paintable, pressed-metal garland from W.F. Norman can endure year-round weather conditions.
CUSTOM WOOD TURNINGS

- Balusters for staircases, decks, porches and fences
- Newel posts
- Porch posts to 12'
- Column bases
- Fluting
- Spiral rope twist
- Finials
- Furniture parts
  - Bed posts
  - Lamps
  - Spoon foot legs

No minimum order

Shipment coordination

Reasonable Cross Country Rates

For a free estimate call:
(203) 434-2065

Catalog $2.50

Garry R. Partelow
P.O. Box 433
34 Lyme Street
Old Lyme, CT 06371

WIDE PINE FLOORING & Paneling (12" to 21" wide)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Paneling Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern White Pine</td>
<td>12&quot; to 21&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Yellow Pine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide Oak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship-lapped Pine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Installation

Nation Wide

Carlisle Restoration Lumber
HCR 32 Box 879, Dept. FH
Stoddard, N.H. 03464-9712
603-446-3937

Quality Materials Since 1969

NEW! Introductory Price

Color $3600

[Box 358 ♦ Dept J ♦ Mt Shasta ♦ CA ♦ 96067]
916/926-2629
Color Brochure $3.

[Cumberland General Store
Route 3 Box 81 Dept OH99
Crossville, TN 38555]
RESTORATION SERVICES


Shakes & Shingles — Manufacturing of western red cedar shakes and shingles. Products can be reproduced to match any specifications. Most products can be manufactured right away and shipped anywhere in the United States. Contact: West Forest Wood Products, PO Box 1500, Coos Bay, OR 97420, (503) 289-9977.

Metal Restoration — Brass, copper, bronze, iron-repaired, polished, painted and lacquered. Craftspeople experienced with builders hardware, lighting (rewiring too), beds, andirons, etc. Call for an estimate, send samples for a quote. Contact: River Croft, 220 River Road, Madison, CT 06433, (203) 245-4708.


Historic Woodworking — All types of interior and exterior architectural millwork. Historic replication and radiused work is the specialty. Window frames and sash, any lute pattern or balance system. Frame and panel doors, doved or mortised. Mouldings, railings and detail, any profile or pattern. Contact David Dannenberg or Michael McClintock at: McDan Woodworking, 374 East Broad Street, Gibbstown, NJ 08027, (609) 423-5337.

Crack Detective — He will solve the mystery of your historic building’s problems and design the solutions, and manage the construction of repairs, additions, and restorations. All types of buildings can be handled including commercial, residential and institutional. Contact: Ward Bucher, Architect, 1744 Corconnt St. NW, Washington, DC 20009. (202) 387-0061.

Dry Masonry — You may be familiar with this technique and the long lasting benefits of its durability and timeless beauty. Foundations, retaining walls, patios, pillars, fireplaces, staircases, anything that can be done with stone. Contact Green Mountain Stoneworks, Box 26, Williamstown, VT 05679, (802) 433-6532.

Exterior Color Schemes — Creating custom tailored designs for your home or commercial buildings. Services are available nationwide through mailorder. "How-To" seminars are taught to groups. Nationally known and respected. Free information. Contact: The Color People, 1546 Williams #201, Denver, CO 80218, (800) 541-7174, or fax (303) 388-8686.


Antique Fan Restoration — Services include motor winding, speed coils, armatures, rewiring, polishing, plating, cage and blade repair or reconstruction, bronze bearings, and bead blasting. One-year guarantee on all restoration work. For further information contact: A-One Electric Co., 3925 Pine Knot Court, Wichita, KS 67208, (316) 685-5295. Owner: Bud Stasa.

This special classified section is available to designers, consultants, contractors, and craftspeople offering hard-to-find restoration services. Rates are $200 for the first 40 words, $4.00 for each additional word. Logos can be printed on a space-available basis. The deadline for inclusion is the 1st of the month, 2 months prior to publication. For example: January 1st for the March/April issue. All submissions must be in writing and accompanied by a check.

Old-House Journal
Attn: Restoration Services
123 Main Street
Gloucester, MA 01930

ATLANTA, GA — 1890, 4-story, 24-room Eastlake Victorian. New slate roof, stained glass entry doors, front fence from Lowel's Grand Theatre. B&B or income units possible. Many architectural: polished granite, marble, remilled heart pine, fancy trim, stained glass, etc. $150,000 as is, owner/restore contractor could complete. Call (404) 577-2621.

STARKVILLE, MS — 1897 late Victorian cottage. 1,800 sq. ft., 8 rooms, 2 porches, wide heartpine floors, 11-foot ceilings, built-in glass bookcases, interior columns, mantels, footed tub, French doors. Large fenced yard, pecan trees. Historic district, small college town. $60,000. Call (662) 323-5975.

GRESHAM, NJ — 1940 brick cape. 90% restored. Near NYC. 3 large bedrooms, new baths (2), kitchen, and roof. Living room with fireplace. First floor family room overlooking private 1/2 acre garden. Call evenings/weekends (201) 567-8336.

SHELBYVILLE, TN — Refurbished, 2-story, ante-bellum farm home. 9 rooms, 2 baths, gas heat, 12' ceilings. Includes all appliances and several chandeliers. New wiring/plumbing. 25 acres with large barn and outbuildings. $129,500. (501) 643-8843.

CLINTON, CT — Circa 1785. 8 rooms, 2 baths, 3 fireplaces. Original chestnut beams, 12-over-12 windows, sunburst window over front door, center chimney, hotwater baseboard heat. 1 family ownership for 40 years. Needs caring, competent restoration. Walking distance to beach, marina, stores. $195,000. Nat Barrows (207) 367-2649 evenings.


WESTPORT, CT — Circa 1898 craftsman-style bungalow in historic area in one of New England's finest towns, 4 bedrooms, 1.5 baths, tastefully and completely renovated in 1989. All new appliances, systems, and interior and exterior finishes. 3- to 4-car garage and private yard. $527,000. (603) 727-9254.

WILTON, CT — 1860 Italianate Victorian on National Historic Register. Features 3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths with great details throughout. 1+ landscaped acre with 2-car carriage barn. NYC or Fairfield County commute. $369,000. Call (203) 544-9634.


CAPE COD, MA — 1721 Colonial on bayfront estate. 130 foot beach, 9 rooms, 1.5+ landscaped acres. Original paneling, pegged post and beam. Guest house, tool shed, beautiful waterviews, security gate, boat mooring. Appraised $1,100,000. Call (203) 872-1961 or (508) 771-8893.

ELGIN, TX — 1903 restored Queen Anne Victorian brick home. 3 artglass windows, 4 fireplaces, nice woodwork, 2 new heat pumps, new wiring and plumbing. Very unique and elegant. On main street in a town of 5,000. 24 miles to Austin. $239,000. Call (512) 285-3714.

Henniker, NH — Queen Anne Victorian with turret. Stunning 3-story staircase, beautiful woodwork, stained glass. 5 bedrooms, large kitchen, workshop, 5 garages. On 1 acre in quaint college town with skiing, lakes, restaurants, and shops. Very well maintained. Commute to Boston. $339,000. Call (603) 428-3948 after 6pm est.

BELLEFONTE, PA — Established B&B with gift shop in an 1810 stone townhouse at the edge of the business district. This National Register home of governors has main rooms decorated in period papers, 2.5 baths, 6 bedrooms, twin parlors, dining room and kitchen with pantry. Call (514) 555-8500.


ENGLEWOOD, NJ — 1871 2nd Empire Victorian. 3 fireplaces, 3 porches, living room with bay window, walnut paneled library, kitchen with tin ceiling. Detached 2-car garage. Beautifully landscaped lot with formal Victorian garden. Convenient to NYC and all airports. $525,000. Call (703) 759-7753.

HOPE, AR — 1903 Victorian on National Register. 14 rooms, 5 bedrooms, 3 baths. Pocket doors, cypress mantels, leaded and beveled glass. 40% restored. $45,000. Call (501) 455-2506.

MADISON, IN — 150 years old. New roof, siding, and storm windows, 95% rewired. Approx. 3,000 sq. ft. living space. 2.5 baths. Original pine woodwork throughout. $85,000. Call (812) 273-2091.
Learn how to fix everything around your home with FIX-IT-YOURSELF from TIME-LIFE BOOKS.

It's the only repair guide you'll ever need. It's FIX-IT-YOURSELF, and the name says it all. This handy library clearly shows you how to keep everything in your home running smoothly, offers preventive maintenance tips and helps you save money, too.

**Step-by-step directions.**
Each volume helps you pinpoint your repair problem and estimate the level of difficulty before you start work. And the clear, concise instructions take you through every job, step-by-step.

**Save money on every project.**
You can tackle any repair job and feel confident of completing it quickly and correctly. And you'll save money on every project.

**15-day free trial.**
Examine the first book, Major Appliances, free for 15 days. Keep it and pay just $13.99 plus shipping and handling. As a special bonus, you'll also receive the handy 7-piece ratchet screwdriver shown here.
If you decide to keep Major Appliances, other books will follow, one about every other month, each for only $13.99 and on the same 15-day free-trial basis. Like Kitchen and Bathroom Plumbing and Windows and Doors. Keep only those you want. You may cancel anytime.
To receive FIX-IT-YOURSELF just mail the reply card today. It's a small investment that will pay you back in big savings.

You can save hundreds of dollars in repair bills.
THOMASTON, ME — Unrestored original Captain William M. Hyler House. Circa 1837, 14-room center entrance Colonial. Gracious entrance with etched glass doors, curved banister. 3 black marble fireplaces, beehive oven, paint graining, original hardware and tin ceilings from 1872 expansion. 2-stoary barn on Route 1 in town. Rare opportunity. $125,000. Call (617) 364-4390.

ELGIN, IL — 1894, 3-stoary Queen Anne, 90% original. 16 rooms, 4 baths, 6 fireplaces. 8 stained glass windows, built-ins. 20 lighting fixtures. 10 minutes to I-90. $750,000. Write: Woodlawn, 705 W. Highland Ave., Elgin IL 60123.

NOVA SCOTIA — Beautifully restored 150-year-old house in quiet fishing village. 10+ acres with waterfront on 2 bodies of saltwater. 1,700 sq. ft. New cedar shingles, including the roof. New wiring, well, septic, and plumbing. Furnished with antiques. $75,000 U.S. Call (902) 861-1900.

BAYSORE, NJ — 1890 Queen Anne classic. 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, living room, parlor, formal dining room, 2 fireplaces, original woodwork, high ceilings, original pine floors, grand attic. Historic Register. $195,000. Bernard Hiske (516) 665-5382.

STAFFORD SPRINGS, CT — Circa 1915 Craftsman-style 4,150 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, separate rear stair to 3 room servants/guest quarters. 7 fireplaces (3 working). 4 zone gas heat, IG Gunite pool, large wrap porch. Basic systems good, needs cosmetics. Commute to NYC. $425,000. Call (516) 660-3340.

BAY SHORE, LI — Circa 1890. Vintage waterfront Victorian on 1 acre. 16-18 sunny rooms, 5 bedrooms, 5.5 baths. Separate rear stair to 3 room servants/guest quarters. 7 fireplaces (3 working). 4 zone gas heat, IG Gunite pool, large wrap porch. Basic systems good, needs cosmetics. Commute to NYC. $425,000. Call (516) 660-3340.

NEW ROCHELLE, NY — 1892 Victorian. Kitchen featured in OHJ. Authentic bath, wrap-around porch, large garage, lovely fenced 1/3 acre. 15 miles to NYC. Needs further restoration. $235,000 firm. Call (914) 235-1600 until 10pm est.

MURRAYSBOBO, NC — Restored 1840/1790 2-stoary in historic district. Half acre. 4 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, double parlors, dining, family, 3 porches, 4 fireplaces. New wiring, plumbing, zoned heating a/c. Original wainscoting, woodwork, hardware. 300 sq. ft. $195,000, owner financing available, down payment negotiable. (804) 352-7479.

PITTSBURGH, PA — Victorian Painted Lady in hilltop wooded Riverview Park, 5 minutes from downtown. 6 bedrooms, 4.5 baths, and jacuzzi. Slate and inlaid wooden floors, pocket doors, bevelled and stained glass. 5-car garage, 5,000 square feet. Newly renovated. $125,000. Call (412) 322-2552.

STAIRWAYS — The pine stairway comes complete with upper landings and banister. The oak stairway is 12 feet tall with a 90° right turn and a landing half way up. Both stairways are intact in an old farm house. Call (301) 668-2608.

VICTORIAN FIREPLACE — Carved, white marble from a Brooklyn brownstone. It's in perfect condition. The mantle is 60 inches in length. Must be sold to best offer. For further information, please call (914) 246-7509.

ANTIQUE FURNITURE — Mahogany 4-drawer filing cabinet, Queen Anne dining table with 4 chairs, a set of 1914 Encyclopedia Britannica, several small tables and chairs. All are in excellent condition, and all are reasonably priced. For more details, please call (203) 795-4119.

CHAMBERS GAS STOVE — Top class stove, Model B, circa 1930s. Polished chrome top, banded white enamel sides and front, chrome near-drop knobs and handles, marble shelves, built-in clock. 3 burner, deepwell, griddle, broiler and oven all work. $350. Call (908) 788-8147.
ALUMINUM PRODUCTS
Custom Fabrication
CORNICES
LOUVERS
CUPOLAS
COLUMNS
BALUSTRADES
SHUTTERS
URNS & BALLS
Baked on finishes available
call or write
CAMPBELLSVILLE
INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O. Box 278, Dept. OHJ
Campbellsville, KY 42718
502-465-8135

Our Victorian Door and Cabinet Hardware Catalogue has what we have found to be the most asked for hardware plus many hard-to-find items such as floor registers, bar rails, towel bars, stair rods and ice box hardware.

Classic Brass & Hard-To-Find Parts
Send $3 For Complete Color Catalogue

BATHROOM MACHINERIES
BOX 1020-OH • MURPHYS, CA 95247
(209) 728-2031

Also- Victorian Plumbing Catalogue, send $3

Address Changes
To change your address, inquire about your subscription, or renew it, contact:
Old House Journal
P.O. Box 58017
Boulder, CO 80322-8017
(800) 234-3797

Our low maintenance and high durability Western Red Cedar shingles will make your home beautiful and energy efficient. Seven historical patterns; fire treated available. Since 1946. Call or write for information.

South Coast Shingle Company, Inc.
2220 East South Street
Long Beach, CA 90805
(213) 634-7100

LUMBER and FLOORING
TIGER and BIRD’S-EYE
Curly Ash, Curly Oak
Curly Cherry, Curly Birch
(717) 284-5030
921 A Lancaster Pike, Quarryville, PA 17566

ANTHONY
WOOD PRODUCTS
Gable Trim
Fretwork
Brackets
Corbels
1979
Box 1041T
Hillsboro TX 76645
817/582-7225
Illustrated Catalog Available - $2.00

ENJOY SOAPSTONE WARMTH
Soapstone is nature’s most beautiful, durable, and efficient stove material. It radiates gentle, even and soul-satisfying warmth. Since first patented in 1797, soapstone stoves have been treasured family heirlooms in New England. Each stove is crafted with detailed iron castings and hand polished stone. Variations in grain and color assure that each stove is unique.
Woodstock Stoves are EPA certified and offer both traditional and contemporary styling, and the latest in clean-burning technology. An internal catalytic combustor boosts heat output and virtually eliminates pollutants.

FREE COLOR CATALOG
As low as $48.99 per month

Name:
Address:
City/State/Zip:
Phone (daytime):
Phone (evening):

WOODSTOCK SOAPSTONE CO., INC.
Airpark Rd., Box 37H/105, W. Lebanon, NH 03784
Toll Free 1-800-866-4344
THE EMPORIUM

DECORATIVE STEAM RADIATORS — Circa 1860. A total of eight in various sizes. There are horizontal or vertical coils. All are in excellent condition. The only cost is for removal. Call (309) 342-6120 evenings only.

VICTORIAN DOORS — Double: 5'4" x 9', walnut, ash, fir, with astragal and hardware. Single: 3' x 7', fir, 100 years old, original glass. Stripped to barewood. Call (614) 882-1542.

CHAIRS & SINKS — Craftsman-style chairs: 2 arm, 2 side, new rush seats. Nice, chunky wood with spindles. $250. Pedestal sinks from the 1940's era. One is white, one is off white with faucets. $20 each. Call (718) 948-3626.

HANDRAILING — Wrought iron handrailng. It would be perfect for any basement. $300. Call (908) 782-5997.

DITCH FRONT DOOR — Circa 1900. 90" x 44" x 2 1/2", beautiful oak, glass upper window with address of 1241 in gold leaf. Hinges plus original key. $305. Contact D. Fehrman, 1490 Overhill Road, Golden CO 80401. (303) 233-5997.

CLAWFOOT TUBS — Two 5' long tubs in excellent condition with original porcelain. Delivery in New England negotiable. $350 each. Leave message at (802) 295-7407.


VICTORIAN BOOK SHELVES — Beachwood with oak. Varished. 7.5' x 30'. Included is a cast-iron side bracket which is 7.5' x 7.5'. Scrolling on side brackets. Made for the 1901 Carnegie Library. $35 each. 14' double depth, $90 each. For more information, contact: Michael P. Maxim, 4220 London Road, Duluth MN 55804, (216) 525-4495.

TILE ROOF — Ludovich Celadon Classic Sevile pattern. Beautiful green ceramic glazed. Approximately 30 squares including very special ridge terminals, closed eave and valley. "Beau" hip pieces all carefully reclaimed. Half "Spanish" price. Contact: Bill Swift, 918 NW 17th St., Oklahoma City OK 73106, (405) 528-0166 evenings.

CHAIRS & MANTEL — 2 wicker arm chairs with new cushions in mint condition. Very similar to OHJ September/October 90, page 72. $170 for the pair. White marble mantel, painted with one small piece missing, otherwise in good shape. Keystone decoration, metal summer cover. $125. Call (718) 948-3626.


STAIRCASE — Beautiful painted fir Victorian staircase with 2 landings. Make an offer and save a nice piece of craftsmanship. Call Roger at (203) 234-8888.

1860 WALNUT BED— 9.5' headboard with burl walnut throughout and matching dresser with marble top. From South Carolina. $5,500. Call John at (804) 288-2823.


MEETINGS & EVENTS

TWO-WEEK RENOVATION COURSE — July 21-August 3. Integrating design development with hands-on construction at a renovation site. Discussion of financing, scheduling work and subs, recycling old houses and materials. For information contact: Yestermorrow Design/Build School, PO Box 355, Warren VT 05674, (802) 496-5454.

OPEN HOUSE — Sunday, July 28, 12-5pm in Yarmouth Port, MA. The Winslow Crocker House and the Captain Bangs Hallie House will be open for tours. Call (616) 963-8999. There will be a party at the Winslow Crocker House and refreshments will be served at both houses. Contact: Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities, 141 Cambridge St., Boston MA 02114, (617) 227-3995.

TIMBER FRAMING WORKSHOP — July 16-20 in the Village of Grand Rapids, OH. The workshop will include a community frame raising during the village's Rapids Rally Festival. For further information, contact: Northern Timber Framing Inc., 1252 Box Road, Grand Rapids OH 43522, (419) 832-1616.

1991 NATIONAL HARDWARE SHOW — August 11-14. McCormick Place Complex in Chicago, IL. More than 3,000 exhibitors will display the latest products in the hardware and Allied lines, building supplies, paint and paint sundries, automotive aftermarket, lawn and garden, housewares, information technology. Contact: Pat Dolson, Association Expositions & Services, (203) 904-0000.

ANTIQUES SHOW — The 5th Annual Vetted Antiques Show of the Antiques Dealers' Association of America will be held on July 19-21 at the Westchester County Center in White Plains, NY to benefit Historic Hudson Valley. Admission is $8. Contact: Antiques Dealers' Assoc. of America, PO Box 335, Green Farms CT 06436, (203) 259-3944.

MCKIM, MEAD & WHITE'S NY EXHIBIT — June 12-August 18. In conjunction with the exhibition, a series of exciting public programs are offered at The New York Historical Society. Lectures, walking tours, and workshops for the young explore how New York's foremost turn-of-the-century architectural firm inspired generations. Call the Office of Public Programs (212) 873-3400, ext. 246.
**STOP BIRDS From Dehabilitating Your Cherished Home.**

Nixalite stainless steel needle strips are an impenetrable barrier to birds, and practically invisible too. They give you an effective, humane way of ending bird nuisances and maintenance costs. Send for your free information packet today.

**ON SITE WOOD RESTORATION**

138 WOOLPER AVE. CINTIL, OH 45220

513-541-4545

**VIXEN HILL CEDAR SHUTTERS**

Solve your replacement and refurbishing problems cost effectively with cedar shutters. Authentic, teak-pogged mortise & tenon construction in numerous louver and panel designs. Sizd to your window. Send $1.00 for color brochure.


**THE KENSINGTON CAST IRON STRAIGHT STAIRCASE BY STEPTOE**

Make a Grand Entrance!

- intricate Victorian design
- modular components
- 36' width
- rugged cast-iron construction

Send $3.00 for complete renovation catalogue. 100 years behind the times™

**This Catalog Should be in Your Files.**

"Our crop hand carved mantels are made of the finest clear kiln dried hardwood as are our crop deep sculpt (not embossed or ornamented) moldings. No finer product can be found on any continent."

ARCHITECTURAL PANELING, INC.

10-35 AVENUE BOX 729, DEPT DJH EAST HOLLAND, NJ 07430 201-276-8574 800-624-1189 FAX 201-276-0374 SPECIALISTS IN BIRD CONTROL

**Interior Folding Screens**

Raised-panel, louvered, lattice, interchangeable fabric, and shoji designs.

KESTREL MANUFACTURING

P.O. Box 12, St. Peters, PA 19470-0012

(215) 469-6370

**from the Heart of the South**

**Antique Pine Flooring**

Newly milled from antique beams

- Moldings
- Paneling
- Cabinets
- Doors
- Beams
- Stairtreads

ALBANY WOODWORKS

P.O. Box 729 - Albany, LA 70711

504/567-1155

**Reggio Registers**

Solid brass and cast iron enhance wood floors and fine carpets. Maximize heat circulation from woodstoves, gravity and forced hot air heating systems. Choose from elegant brass or traditional cast iron registers and grilles. Request our new color catalog for styles, sizes, and prices. Available for $1.00 from: The Reggio Register Co.

Dept. D107, P.O. Box 511, Ayer, MA 01432 (508) 772-3463

USA made Reggio Registers™ enhance wood floors and fine carpets. Maximize heat circulation from woodstoves, gravity and forced hot air heating systems. Choose from elegant brass or traditional cast iron registers and grilles. Request our new color catalog for styles, sizes, and prices. Available for $1.00 from: The Reggio Register Co.

Dept. D107, P.O. Box 511, Ayer, MA 01432 (508) 772-3463

Send two dollars to view our elegant collection.

**OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL**
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Here are company catalogs and brochures worth writing for. And with the Request Form, you have a handy way to get as many catalogs as you need — just by filling out one form.

BUILDING COMPONENTS

1. Traditional Wood Columns — Wood columns from 4 inches to 50 inches in diameter are also available, as well as ventilated aluminum plinth and column bases. Custom work done. Free catalog. Schward’s.

2. Heart Pine Flooring — Flooring cut from 200-year-old trees. Edges of boards of same are milled for easy installation, but the patina of old surface remains. Heart pine waxcoting, hand-hewn beams, mantels, and stair parts are also available. For $25 sample pack call (800) 227-3959. Brochure, $5.25. The Joinery.


64. Wood Mantels — Elegant Carved wood mantels ready to install. Available in 26 styles from $135 to 35 feet long. Matching pilasters and six styles of capitals are also available, as well as ventilated aluminum plinth and column bases. Custom work done. Free catalog. Adirondack.

6.7. Restoration Glass — Imperial glass is perfect for restoration work. Each sheet is made by craftsmen, using the original cylinder method. For more information call (800) 221-7379, in New Jersey call (201) 471-1733. Free brochure available. Bendheim Glass.

113. Chimney Liner — This system seals, relines, and rebuilds chimneys from the inside out with poured refractory materials. This method is especially effective for chimneys with bends and offsets. Free brochure. National Supoflu Systems.

125. Architectural Roofing Tiles — Tile roofs get better with age, never need maintenance, positively can’t burn, and can last 50 to 125 years. Free color catalog showing 6 styles and 20 colors. Vande Hey Raleigh.


350. Fireplaces, Mantels, Tile — Cast iron fireplaces for masonry or zero clearance installation. Sizes up to 38" x 38", 14" deep. Suitable to burn wood, coal, peat, or gas. Period mantels and Victorian tile also available. Free brochure. Fourth Bay.

387. Quarteredawn Clapboard — Manufacturers of vertical grain clapboard which eliminates cupping and warping. These clapboards accept paint and stain extremely well and are true representations of Colonial architecture. Free brochure. Granville Manufacturing.

408. Rumford Fireplaces — Complete custom building services available nationwide, plans, kits, and components such as chests, damske and smoke chambers. Restoration of early Rumford fireplaces, conversion of Victorian coal and gas fireplaces, and new construction are also available. Brochure, $1.25. Buckley Rumford Fireplace.

426. Custom Architectural Millwork — For residential, commercial, and ecclesiastical restorations. Designed in collaboration with the client. All types of wood as well as all periods available. Tenon, half-lap dovetails, carving. Brochure, $7.50. Wilson & McCracken, Inc.

438. Quarteredawn Clapboard — The Ward family has been operating this mill for over one hundred years. Quarteredawn produces a vertical grain which eliminates warping and accepts paint and stain easily. Free brochure. Ward Clapboard Mill.

488. Metal Roofing Materials — The simplicity of the tin roof (actually it’s a metal) is traditional that lasts for generations. Quality material with a history of proven performance is always assured. Free catalog available. Follonsbee Steel.

527. Antique Flooring — The largest inventory in the northeast. Antique pine up to 27 inches wide, antique oak up to 20 inches wide, antique chestnut up to 20 inches wide, and heart long leaf yellow pine 14 inches wide. Free brochure available.

North Fields Restorations.

572. Architectural Plans — The Coach House Collection features plans for 15 designs with 50 alternates for houses, garages, carriage barns, sheds, gazebos, kennels, birdhouses, cupolas and a playhouse. All are in popular turn-of-the-century era architectural styles: Gothic, Italianate, Queen Anne, Eastlake, Colonial, Craftsman, and Cotswold. Illustrated catalog. $8.25. Lynch & Company, Ltd.

20. Tin Ceilings — 22 original Victorian and Art Deco tin ceiling patterns in 2' x 4' and 2' x 8' nail up and 2' x 4' lay in. Several patterns are available by special order in brass and/or copper in 2' x 2' or 2' x 4' sizes. Additional items include cornices, pre-cut miters, and center medallions. Brochure, $1.25. AA Abbingdon Affiliates.

22. Nottingham Lace Curtains — Real Victorian lace woven on 19th-century machinery, using original designs. Panels are 60" wide and are made from 95% cotton and 5% polyester. White and ecru available. Catalog, $5.25. J.R. Burrows & Co.


42. Country Curtains — Curtains in cotton, muslin, permanent-press, etc. Some with ruffles, others with fringe, braid, or lace trim. Bedspreads, dust ruffles, canopy covers, and tablecloths also available. Free catalog. Country Curtains.

47. Tin Ceilings — 22 patterns of tin ceilings ideal for Victorian homes and commercial interiors. Pat­ terns from Victorian to Art Deco. 2’ x 8’ sheets available. Comics also available in 4’ lengths. Brochure, $1.25. Chelsea Decorative Metal.


192. Fishnet Bed Canopies — Beautiful hand-tied fishnet bed canopies made to fit any bed size. Coverlets and dust ruffles also custom made. Other decorative products also available. Color catalog, $1.25. Carter Canopies.

564. Custom Weathervanes — Providing one-of-a-kind weathervanes for public buildings or private residences. Unusual or traditional designs and materials. Brochure, $3.25. TRISM.

DOORS & WINDOWS


16. Replacement Wood Sash — Wood sash in any size and shape: divided lite, round top, curved, double-hung, fixed, casement, or storm sash. Insulated glass can be supplied. Shutters, screen doors, and trim also available. Illustrated brochure, $2.25. Midwest Wood Products.


53. Wooden Screen Doors — Doors which blend function, fine craftsmanship, and styling. Dozens of innovative styles to choose, ranging from the classic design to highly ornamental. Catalog, $3.25. Oregon Wooden Screen Door

83. Invisible Storm Windows — Match any window shape or color; removable storm windows available inside or outside mounted, screen and glass panels. Fixed, magnetic, sliding, or lift-out styles. Free brochure. Allied Windows.


566. Garden Houses — This line of handcrafted garden houses and covered garden seats includes over a dozen unique designs. Color brochure, $3.25. Kenmore Industries.

FINISHES & TOOLS

31. Rotted Wood Restoration — 2-part epoxy system restores rotted wood, so you can save historically significant and hard-to-duplicate pieces. Repairs can be sawn, drilled, sanded, and painted. Free brochure. Abatron.

35. Plaster Washers — These inexpensive washers can resurface loose ceilings and walls. Orders shipped within 24 hours; next day delivery available. Starter packet of 3 dozen washers with instructions, $4.30. Charles Street Supply.


365. Fireplace Repair — Offering a full line of chimney and fireplace maintenance and repair products for over 100 years. Gaskets, cleaners, caulking, patching, and specialty point products. Easy-to-use trusted products assure that you can do the job right. Free catalog. Rutland Products.

439. Molder-Planer — Restore old houses with the versatile W7 Series Molder/Planer. Reproduce existing pieces if a good example is seen. Flexible grooves of different widths can reproduce existing profiles with precision. Models available in polished brass or aluminum. Free color brochure. Erie Landmark.


573. Spackling & Caulk — For your home improvement needs, use OneTime® Spackling and Lifetime® brand caulk from Red Devil. Lifetime is guaranteed not to crack, shrink or peel. Plus, it applies in a few seconds. Free literature. Red Devil.

FURNISHINGS


409. Solid Soapstone — Manufacturers of premium woodstoves. Soapstone holds twice as much heat as metal for steady, even heat for up to twelve hours. These air-tight, high-efficiency stoves are individually crafted with detailed iron castings as well as hand-polished stone. Free catalog available. Woodstock Soapstone Company.

409. Solid Soapstone — Manufacturers of premium woodstoves. Soapstone holds twice as much heat as metal for steady, even heat for up to twelve hours. These air-tight, high-efficiency stoves are individually crafted with detailed iron castings as well as hand-polished stone. Free catalog available. Woodstock Soapstone Company.

LIGHTING FIXTURES

4. Victorian Lighting Fixtures — Authentic, handcrafted reproductions of Victorian and turn-of-the-century electric and gas-style chandeliers and wall brackets. Fixtures are crafted in solid brass and available with a variety of shades. UL listed. Catalog, $2.25. Victorian Lighting Works.


159. Ceiling Fixtures — These solid brass ceiling fixtures are crafted to the highest quality standards. They are available in polished brass as well as chrome. This firm also offers custom fabrication, repair and refinishing, custom and antique lighting, and brass and copper fixtures. Brochure, $1.25. Conant Custom Brass.


METALWORK


55. Custom-Made Plaques — Producers of bronze and aluminum cast plaques. These plaques are all custom molded; the customer supplies the text. National Register plaques with or without custom wording are also produced. Free brochure available. Erie Landmark.

307. Fireplace Firebacks — Ornamental cast-iron firebacks have been used since the 15th century to prevent heat from cracking and crumbling the masonry on the back wall of the fireplace. Individually handcast from authentic antique or original designs, our firebacks protect the back of your fireplace from heat damage, radiate more heat into your room, and add classic charm to your home. Catalog, $2.25. Country Iron Foundry.

545. Spiral Stairs — Magnificent for Victorian settings. The beauty of cast iron, but not the weight. All components, except handrail, are solid castings of high strength aluminum alloy. Free color brochure. The Iron Shop.


MILLWORK & ORNAMENT


15. Victorian Millwork — The complete source for top-quality millwork in pine and oak. This premium-grade millwork product line includes gingerbread, casings, bases, corner blocks, columns, wainscot, and much more. All at factory prices. Custom designs available. Fullcolor catalog, $4.00. Silverton Victorian Millworks.

44. Victorian Millwork — 19th-century designs in solid oak and poplar: fireplaces, brackets, corbels, grilles, turnings, and gingerbread precision manufactured so product groups fit together. Color catalog, $4.75. Cumberland Woodcraft.

294. Plaster Ornament — Ornaments of fiber-reinforced plaster. They do restoration work and can reproduce existing pieces if a good example is supplied. Complete catalog of 1,500 items, $15.25. Fischer & Jirouch.

**PLUMBING & HARDWARE**

18. Victorian Hardware — A large selection of high-quality 18th- and 19th-century reproduction hardware for doors, windows, shutters, cabinets, and furniture. Also available are glass knobs, pulls, and bath fixtures. Full line illustrated catalog, $5.25. **Ball & Ball.**

110. Bathroom Fixtures — This company offers a wide variety of antique and reproduction plumbing fixtures. Choose from towel rails, shower heads, faucets, and more. Catalog, $6.25. **Mac The Antique Plumber.**

193. Bathroom Fixtures — Specializing in antique and reproduction plumbing fixtures and accessories since 1976, both original and quality reproductions. All of the items in the catalog are completely restored and in working order. Complete catalog, $3.25. **Bathroom Machineries.**

---

**LITERATURE REQUEST FORM**

Circle the numbers of the items you want, and enclose $2 for processing. We'll forward your request to the appropriate companies. They will mail the literature directly to you. Please allow 30 to 60 days from receipt of your request. Price of literature, if any, follows the number. Your check, including the $2 processing fee, should be made out to Old-House Journal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$5.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$5.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$5.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Enclosed $**

---

**RESTORATION SUPPLIES & SERVICES**

5. Pigeon control — Get rid of pigeons and other birds with inconspicuous stainless steel needles that eliminate roosting places without harming your building. See OTHJ, June 1981 for details. Free brochure. **Nixalite of America.**

114. Porcelain Refinishing — Exclusive formula resurfaces bathtubs, sinks, and tile. Available in many colors. Done in your home by factory-trained technicians. Free brochure. **Perma Ceramic.**

384. Tub & Sink Refinishing — Porcelain refinishing for antique tubs, sinks, and ceramic tile. Bring the item into the shop, or they will work in your home. Also converts bathtubs into whirlpools. Free brochure. **Dura Glaze.**


500. Portraits Of Your Building — Original pen and ink renderings of your residence, business, or historic building drawn from photographs. Perfect for framing, letterhead, cards, etc. Free literature available. **Architectural Caricatures.**

533. Old-Time Resort — On the Mississippi in the rugged hills of northwest Illinois, 85% of the town is on the National Register, there are 5 house tours, 40 B&Bs, Grant's home, 60 antique shops. Free information. **Galenca & Jo Davies County.**

565. Chimney Liners — Relining saves lives! Lifetime warranty for flexible HomeSaver chimney relining pipe is the chimney sweep’s favorite. It’s constructed of 4 interlocked layers of the finest certified 304-stainless steel on the market. Free brochure. **HomeSaver Chimney Liners.**
Brad L. Bettenhausen of Tinley Park, Illinois, provided some background for this issue's Remuddling: "During the 1920s and '30s, my grandfather and his brothers built a large number of one- and one-and-a-half-
storey bungalows in our village. In recent years I have seen a number of these bungalows undergo renovation" — including the two shown at left, which have had "somewhat questionable 'improvements.'"

That's putting it mildly. Unlike the handsomely maintained bungalow pictured below, these houses have been 'improved' into parodies of themselves. The second storey of space may make the living easy in the house shown top left, but the rest of the world has the hard job of looking at a tiny-windowed box, sheathed in substitute siding of an inappropriate color, creating an out-of-character, multi-gable effect. But even that backbreaking burden seems minor compared to the house pictured bottom left. Turning the facade into an outsized camera may have helped business, but this bungalow has no business sporting vertical cedar siding, a blank cyclopean picture window, and a circular entry. We don't know if this house will ever be freed of its clown costume — but we'll tell you in a flash if anything develops!
Something old ... 
Something new ... 
from Vande Hey-Raleigh.

In response to customer demand, the cold weather tile experts have developed a startling new architectural roof tile guaranteed to perform as admirably now as it has since its introduction many years ago.

The new STAGGERED roof tile perfected by us is a replication of a tile used way back when .... only much better because of our unique manufacturing and installation procedures.

The STAGGERED roof tile is available in our shake, slate or brush tile series in any of 20 standard colors or custom colors to match ANY REQUEST ... no matter the age of the tile.

Our roof tiles are like NO other. NO maintenance. NO growth. NO creatures or bugs can live on/among them. And NO fire. Ever. Concrete can't burn.

The mid-west's tough weather is easily tamed by our tiles. No worries — ever — about freeze/thaw cycles. And, only our roofs complete any building statement. We are perfection.

Call or write for free catalogs and installation manuals.

VANDE HEY RALEIGH

1665 Bohm Drive
Little Chute, WI 54140
414-766-1181
Vernacular Houses

Block-and-Stack Houses

The limestone quarried near Roxbury and Sauk City in lower Wisconsin is a type called dolomite, which can be worked with hammer and chisel to produce a variety of surface textures, or sawn into rectangular blocks and fitted together to form a uniform veneer called ashlar. Between 1855 and 1885, masons from the Swiss settlement of Honey Creek in Sauk County produced a unique, ashlar-like effect by alternating large cut blocks and smaller stacks of unfinished stone in a pleasant “block-and-stack” pattern.

Unlike ashlar, each large cut block in block-and-stack masonry is held in place by the stacks of stones above, below, and to each side, which project back from the wall. This construction makes for increased strength because the blocks are integral with the load-bearing wall as well as bonded to the rubble behind them. In addition, only the blocks are given a chiselled finish, and so a dimensioned surface is achieved with far less labor than that required for a true ashlar stonework. The generous amount of mortar between blocks and stacks is concealed by a raised bead along the joints, giving the wall a finished appearance.

The pattern was probably inspired by stonework produced in nearby Madison, where masons were turning large, rectangular pieces of the local limestone on edge ("bed-faced") to form ashlar surfaces over rubble-stone walls. The specific block-and-stack technique, however, is well traced to three masons: Caspar Steuber, John Peter Felix, and Peter Kinschi.

Block-and-stack houses appear in several styles. After the Civil War, a highly profitable boom in hops-growing enabled local farmers to build masonry versions of the gable-front-and-wing farmhouse seen throughout Wisconsin. The block-and-stack pattern survives on nine houses of this type. Nineteen other buildings, including churches, farm and commercial structures, and a schoolhouse, also display this inventive workmanship.

— Jane Eiseley
Madison, Wisc.